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Gary Murphy5 days ago 
If you could reply Karen, that would be great. A quick question on the BAR legal system 
worldwide. Can you confirm or disconfirm that BAR stands for British Accredited 
Registry? I would love to know this for certain. I have heard a lot of very knowledgeable 
people say it is, but would love a source for the evidence. You recently stated that you 
didn't swear an oath to the BAR when you became a lawyer. Can you elaborate further 
on the role of the BAR in global affairs, and how does this overlap with the Universal 
Postal Union in Switzerland. Thanks for your work. 

   

YouTube erased my answer from the archive for DCTV's 5.16.17 segment at 
https://youtu.be/2XpDTWdvT0o  That must mean that the Banking Cartel thought it 
was a good answer.  (YouTube is owned by Google and Google was created by the CIA) 
So here is my previous answer again, taken from my tweet at 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.17.17.pdf   

"This is a huge question. I have seen the same articles on the internet about what BAR 
stands for.  The hidden question has to do with how capital letters stand for the bonds 
issued on the capital markets for birth certificates.  I am tweeting this answer now. 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.17.17.pdf 

You are talking about admiralty law or commercial law and common law systems  The 
entire legal profession has been complicit with the Banking Cartel.  The legal profession 
has succeeded in discrediting itself.  I have been dealing with this question in many 
different posts.   

The non-lawyers are going to be using common law until we have ended this corruption.  
The transition is going to have to be worked out by all of humanity.  Just one of the 
questions we are going to have to resolve is how to settle ongoing legal disputes that are 
now in the corrupt courts.  I will give you a couple of links to get started.        
 https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.16.17.pdf 

          https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter4.19.17.pdf 

          https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.25.16.pdf 

As far as the Universal Postal Union in Switzerland goes, that is the forum that the 
Banking Cartel has opted for.  That forum has been totally discredited after the Banking 
Cartel ignored my notarial protest on the 2 quadrillion dollars in the Treaty of Versailles 
Bonds issued by the Federal Reserve.  

           https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/notarialprotest.pdf 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQK9zY5C_ng6EqtE8pefmjQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQK9zY5C_ng6EqtE8pefmjQ
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/notarialprotest.pdf
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/treaty+of+versailles+offer+of+sale+2+quadrillion1.pdf 

 

I always try to punish the Banking Cartel by improving the answers which they erase.  
So let me add in this response as well: 
 
Reply 1    
The reason we don't need the legal profession, the accounting profession, and 
journalists is because people don't trust them, and for good reason.  The lawyers, the 
accountants and the journalists have shown themselves to be corrupt, and what is more, 
they have pretended up until this very moment that they are above reproach.  The best 
word to describe this behavior is "recalcitrant."     

One of the ways we can tell these professions are corrupt is because they have tried to 
hide what they are doing by deliberately making things complicated.  In the legal 
profession, one lawyer invented the term "gobbledygook" to describe this.  Maury 
Maverick was the first lawyer who warned another lawyer, "Stay off the gobbledygook 
language. It only fouls people up." https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gobbledygook  
 
The people in the United States got so mad at lawyers' gobbledygook that they amended 
the United States Constitution to protect themselves from lawyers. The lawyers fought 
back by erasing the amendment. http://www.gemworld.com/usa--
original13thamend.htm And then the lawyers decided to enact a hidden Constitution. 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Two_Constitutions_in_US.pdf For good measure 
the lawyers decided to louse up the courts so nobody would find out what they had 
done. http://www.scribd.com/doc/106226872/Retired-Judge-Spills-the-Beans  
 
If you think that this could not possibly be true, here is a meeting of citizens in 
Charleston, who researched their state house records: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/two+constitutions.pdf  

This whole house of cards has now caught up with the culprits.  The point now for us is 
to figure out how to set things right.  This segment is kicking off the first of many 
discussions.  The  first part of the segment is going to briefly describe how the lawyers, 
accountants and journalists have undermined their professions and discredited 
themselves.  I will add in a website on America's corrupt legal system, and a previous 
post from 2015 about the corrupt accounting system. 

  
II  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/treaty+of+versailles+offer+of+sale+2+quadrillion1.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FGobbledygook&h=UAQH8Idx5&s=1
http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.gemworld.com%2Fusa--original13thamend.htm&h=hAQHLcKW7&s=1
http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.gemworld.com%2Fusa--original13thamend.htm&h=hAQHLcKW7&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fs3.amazonaws.com%2Fkhudes%2FTwo_Constitutions_in_US.pdf&h=MAQG16zAN&s=1
http://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.scribd.com%2Fdoc%2F106226872%2FRetired-Judge-Spills-the-Beans&h=nAQF6DA9j&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fs3.amazonaws.com%2Fkhudes%2Ftwo%2Bconstitutions.pdf&h=pAQFzziZp&s=1
https://www.youtube.com/user/KarenHudes
https://www.youtube.com/user/KarenHudes
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AMERICA'S CORRUPT LEGAL SYSTEM - A 
danger to visitors and travellers, as well as 
U.S.A. residents. 
Dr Leslie Sachs.    19 November, 2013.  
 

The tragic reality of the world's biggest corrupt legal system – 

• America's rigged courts, bribed judges, fake and phony trials, extortion 
by lawyers, and over 2.2 million prisoners in the USA gulag. 
 

• Why USA "justice" is not like in Hollywood movies, and why YOU could 
be the next victim on USA territory - innocent and sent to prison, or 
strapped to a table and put to death; or robbed of your life savings by 
American lawyers. 
 

• Why YOU can be tortured, have your freedom and rights taken away, 
and why people in America are afraid to help you, or even tell what 
happened to you. 

Right now, about 1 out of every 45 working age males in the US (that is, not 
counting children or the elderly) are BEHIND BARS inside the US empire - 
Many of those millions of US prisoners are innocent. Maybe YOU are next. 
The recent pattern of American violations of international law are ultimately 
based in the corruption of the USA domestic legal system. Phony USA courts 
are very dangerous even for travellers and visitors to America, who can easily 
wind up among the USA's more than 2 million prisoners, or lose all their 
family's possessions to corrupt American lawyers. 
All world citizens should know how the corrupt USA legal system, is a danger 
to every traveller, visitor, and guest worker from overseas, and to every 
individual who takes the risky step of entering upon American territory. Just 
ask the overseas families of prisoners who were put to death inside the USA, 
with their embassies never even being informed that they were arrested - or 
the many foreign people serving hugely long prison terms in America, after 
they were jailed on flimsy tainted "evidence" from criminal snitches. 

The reality is that the United States of America, which 
proclaims itself the "land of freedom", has the most 
dishonest, dangerous and crooked legal system of any 
developed nation.  
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Legal corruption is covering America like a blanket. 
The corruption of the USA legal system is well-known, but also well-hidden, by 
the news services of America's corporate-owned media. The US media 
companies are afraid both of reprisal, and of the social revolution that would 
come from exposing the truth. 
  

Here is what the US media companies know, but are afraid to tell you about 
American "justice". 

CONCENTRATION CAMPS WITH CONCRETE WALLS 

America has the largest prison gulag in the entire world - yes, right there in the 
United States of America, the self-proclaimed "land of freedom". The starting 
point for understanding anything about the USA, is to digest the fact that just 
this one country, the United States of America, has twenty-five percent of ALL 
of the prisoners in the entire world. 
More than 2.2 million prisoners - more than 1 out of every 150 people in 
America - are behind bars in the American gulag. This is now the world's 
biggest system of what are effectively concentration camps, though most of 
these prisoners are behind masonry walls and inside prison buildings. 
For minorities, the statistics are even more brutal. For example, the USA is 
now imprisoning about 1 out of every 50 black Americans, about 1 out of 
every 20 working-age black males. American "justice" is especially focused on 
jailing people who its government thinks might organise into opposition to the 
government. 
Quite amazingly, Americans and the American government, continually 
criticize the legal systems and so-called "political" legal proceedings in other 
countries such as China, Russia, and even Belgium among many other 
places. Yet, for example, the proportion of prisoners is 30 times higher in the 
USA than in China, even though China is a country regularly criticized and 
denounced by the USA government. 
No one imprisons people as readily, or casually, as does America. As you 
learn more about America's horrifying legal system, you find out how easily 
and carelessly America arrests people, and tosses innocent people into 
prison. It is estimated that America has at least 100,000 completely innocent 
people in jail, but the statistics of innocence may well run far higher. The 
number of people known to be innocent, and yet who were actually sentenced 
to death in recent years in America, is already running into the hundreds. 
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The USA jailing of more than 2 million people is also, quite literally, a revival of 
slavery and slave labour, on a scale not seen since the days of the Nazis. 
USA business corporations are using these prisoners as a giant slave labor 
pool. Prisoners are forced to produce goods and products while earning mere 
pennies per hour, which they sometimes have to pay back to the prison for 
their own upkeep. The expanding system of USA prison slave labor is not only 
a major source of business profit, but also a wedge to drive down the wages 
of workers outside the prison walls. 
This USA policy, of using mass casual imprisonment as a way to revive 
slavery, is targeted particularly at minorities, but ends up affecting all working 
people. Supervised by malicious judges and corrupt lawyers, this culture of 
mass prisons and slave labour is sold to the citizens by creating a psychology 
of fear among USA residents.  
This climate of fear is nourished in the USA by both the media and the 
government, who work together with the judges and lawyers to maintain the 
whole crooked game. 
Of America's more than 2.2 million prisoners, about 50,000 are known to be 
foreign citizens. This proportion might seem small, but remember that 50,000 
prisoners is more than the entire prison population of many other countries. It 
only appears as a small percentage, because of America's obsession with 
jailing its own people, who have had more time to get caught in America's web 
of legal horror. 
The USA is extremely casual about the jailing of foreigners, and not honouring 
their rights under international law or treaties and agreements. Often, foreign 
citizens have been sentenced to death, while the USA didn't even bother to 
notify the foreign government that their citizens were arrested. 
Several other governments are working hard just to try and obtain even the 
most primitive judicial rights for their own nationals, who have been seized 
and held in abusive conditions by the USA empire. And yet, the United States 
of America somehow still brags about its own legal system, while criticizing 
other countries. 
Understanding that America has such a huge percentage of even its own 
people in prison, is to start to understand the subconscious fear behind much 
of American life. 
Before you set foot in America, you should have a clear picture of the terror of 
America's legal system - the judges and lawyers and money and bribery, that 
have made this system of fear so pervasive. There is not yet enough public 
media information about America's domestic legal horrors, horrors which have 
been rapidly increasing. And the American public, even the victims of its legal 
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system, have a hard time realizing why it is so hard to fight legal corruption 
there. 
The situation is so bad, that a social explosion is beginning inside America. 
You can read some news stories - about people murdering judges, or 
attacking the families of judges, or people setting fire to courthouses in the 
USA - and see the pattern that is emerging, even though the news media are 
afraid to connect the dots and suggest what might be behind all these events. 
America is trying to maintain its myths about its legal system, even while the 
desperate reality of life inside the USA is starting to blow back into escalating 
social upheaval. 

USA TORTURE AND ILLEGAL JAILING OVERSEAS, 
STARTS WITH USA DOMESTIC TORTURE AND ILLEGAL 
JAILING AT HOME 

The world press has documented clear violations of human and legal rights by 
America in its overseas jails, such as the infamous situations in Guantánamo 
and occupied Iraq and Afghanistan, and the even more secret network of 
prisons in places like Diego Garcia or on board American ships. 

But the problem is much bigger, than America's legal abuses under its military 
invasions and "war on terrorism". These USA violations of international law, 
are consistent with the corruption in America's home legal system within its 
own borders, and have partly evolved from America's legal abuses against its 
own citizens and residents. 
American prisons are often horrible, with lots of torment of prisoners, like you 
would expect in some petty dictatorship. Conditions are brutal in USA jails; 
rape and beatings are common, and there is little help for abused inmates. In 
addition to the many official USA executions, numerous people are also 
illegally killed in jail cells, "mysteriously" said to have hanged themselves or 
been "found stabbed to death". 
Scandals of overseas prison abuse, as in the USA-run Abu Ghraib prison in 
Iraq, have arisen from sources much deeper than America's foreign policy. 
These scandals are, in part, replications of inmate abuse inside of America's 
domestic prison gulag. Without diminishing the brutality of the crimes 
committed by Americans in Iraqi prisons, it is also true that such crimes are 
consistent with the brutality of prisons inside America. 
In the regular functioning of the USA courts, America's domestic lawyers and 
judges, threaten people with illegal jailing, and rape, torture and murder in jail, 
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just like the threats used by Americans against Iraqi subjects of the American 
occupation. America will play the song about "just a few bad apples in the 
barrel" whenever an abuse scandal gets exposed, either domestically or 
abroad, but the cover-up of such abuse is more the routine response. 
Theoretically, torture and abuse is totally outlawed by America's Constitution, 
but some of the nice words in America's Constitution hold little power 
anymore, despite how often people quote them. The Americans who still 
believe that the US Constitution protects them, are mostly those people who 
haven't yet dealt with the judges and lawyers of America's corrupt legal 
system. 
America's Bill of Rights and Constitution are nearly dead, not just because the 
judges will no longer enforce them, but even more because America's lawyers 
will not even fight for them. The two American "political parties" are not 
fighting for them, either, and America's news media are also very passive. If 
you look at America in depth, you can see there has been a widespread moral 
collapse in America's legal and political structures. This means that America's 
legal system has become largely a tool of government terror, and of bribery 
for the rich and the powerful. The average person is just fodder for the meat-
grinder of America's courts. 
America's lies and sleazy arguments to make excuses for torture, or to deny 
people the rights of the Geneva convention, or holding people for many years 
without charges, are also just an extension of the deviousness in America's 
domestic legal system. Inside America, neither its laws nor its Constitution nor 
the facts nor evidence nor anything else, no longer have real authority inside 
the American courts. 
  

All that's left is what American lawyers and judges call "the game". As part of 
playing this game, USA lawyers and judges just twist words around, in order 
to produce any excuse, however flimsy, to achieve their objective, whether 
that be to jail an innocent person, or to obtain the verdict that was sought by 
the big company that paid the big bribe through its law firm. 
It is an endlessly devious manipulation of words and phrases to get the 
desired result, it is just devious falsehood and lies backed by the naked power 
of the US judges. The only "real" part, in the midst of these lies, is the raw 
malicious power that the judges and lawyers hold in America, to jail you and 
take away your property. The words of the law don't protect you in the USA, 
because American judges and lawyers have no scruples about bending them 
to mean the opposite of what they say. 
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AMERICA'S LAWYERS ARE CONTROLLED BY THE 
JUDGES, AND DON'T REALLY WORK FOR YOU - THAT'S 
WHY THEY SELL YOU OUT TO THE GOVERNMENT, OR 
TO THE BIG COMPANIES THAT PAY BRIBES 

There's some very special aspects about the way American lawyers are 
controlled by American judges, which is central to why America's legal 
corruption is so much worse than any other advanced nation. Even if you are 
paying an American lawyer huge amounts of money, he or she doesn't really 
work for you, and in fact may sell you down the river to the jailhouse. 
American lawyers are directly under the thumb of the judges and the 
government, and must submit to the culture of bribery and perversion of 
justice, or else face terrifying revenge. Lawyers, just like you yourself or any 
other victim, can be instantly jailed by an American judge on flimsy pretexts, 
and American lawyers can be quickly stripped of their right to practice law, 
and personally and financially destroyed, if they dare to criticize legal 
corruption. Lawyers who try to fight the system can find themselves not only 
dis-barred, but also criminally charged and jailed, and no other lawyer will help 
them. It is a horribly crooked system in America. 
This is different from other advanced countries, where lawyers are usually a 
professional guild, whose status and right to practice law, is under the control 
of only their fellow lawyers. This means that, in other countries, the judges 
and the government cannot so easily ruin or attack the lawyers for purely 
political reasons. This is also part of why, in other developed countries, 
outside of America, you more often see lawyers fighting for un-popular clients, 
or challenging the government, and asking for justice. 
But in America, it's different. Over the past century, the American lawyers lost 
the right to regulate themselves, and instead fell under the power of the 
judges. So American lawyers are afraid to do things in court, that the judges 
don't want them to do. America's army of nearly 1 million lawyers, is almost 
totally under the control of a few thousand judges, with their entrenched 
culture of bribery and fraud and miscarriage of justice. 
  

Some USA lawyers don't like this, but they are helpless and can't fight it. Most 
lawyers in America have, to one degree or another, signed up with the devil, 
to do things the way the devil wants them done. 
That means that any time you hire an American lawyer, he already is in a 
conflict of interest. He has to make the judge happy first. And if the judge 
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wants to make the government happy, or make some corporation happy who 
is paying a big bribe, then guess what ? You are destroyed. It doesn't matter 
what you paid the lawyer. He works for the judge, first and foremost. 
So a totally unique factor in USA legal corruption is the amazingly dishonest 
profession of American lawyers, these lawyers who "play the game" with 
America’s judges and politicians and police. It is a savage culture of legal 
fraud, where lawyers work with judges to rob and terrify people, especially 
minorities, but also foreigners, and above all those who dare to question the 
system. 
People accused of serious crimes have the "right" to a lawyer, but this may 
only provide a crooked lawyer who is stage-managing the victim. to help the 
government and prosecutors. If the lawyer does not betray the victim to help 
the government, he can be put out of work and not "assigned" to any more 
cases, or treated badly the next time he is in a courtroom. 

This legal fraud is the core of the danger to those who visit 
America. A lawyer who is "representing" you in the USA, 
whether the government is paying him, or even if you are 
paying him yourself, may just be a stooge who is helping 
the prosecutors to put you in jail, even though you are 
innocent. 
The judges of America gave every accused criminal the 
"right" to a lawyer, not because they cared about the rights 
of the accused, but because it helps stage-manage the 
victim, with a lawyer who has to do things the judge's way. 
In America, such government-appointed lawyers are the 
means by which hundreds of thousands of poor people 
are railroaded into prison. Some of these people were just 
foreign tourists, in the wrong place at the wrong time, and 
wound up rotting in an American prison. 
Some lawyers are fairly subtle about it, and their victims never realize the 
lawyer has sold them out to the judge and the government. Most American 
court cases never go to trial, never see a jury; it is the job of the victim's 
lawyer to "sell the deal" that the judge has decided will happen, or else.  
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This is how people accept a "plea bargain" so they accept going to jail for 3 
years even though they are innocent, instead of going to trial before a jury: 
The victim is warned: you accept a "bargain" of a few years in jail, or you go to 
jail the rest of your life. 
Because of the corruption of lawyers under the thumb of the judges, there's a 
very fake and phoney aspect of court proceedings in America. They are really 
fake "show trials" in many cases, sometimes very obviously so, where both 
purported "sides" of lawyers are actually working together for the government, 
or for the big corporation or rich person that is bribing the judge. 
You will also find, in the American legal system, that you essentially have no 
recourse whatsoever against wrong-doing by your own lawyer. A lawyer can 
sell you out, betray you, steal your money, engage in malpractice, help out the 
other side, hide the evidence that proved you were right, or commit felony 
crimes against you, and there is nothing you can do about it, so long as the 
lawyer made the judge happy, and the judge got his cut of any money the 
lawyer stole from you. 

INNOCENT AND BEING ARRESTED - THEY DON'T LIKE 
TO ADMIT A MISTAKE IN AMERICA 

Yes, lots of people live their whole lives in America and never get arrested. 
And yet, some poor foreign visitor comes to America for a short holiday, gets 
arrested by mistake, and gets sentenced to death by lethal injection even 
though he is totally innocent. Well, that's the lottery of life for those who live in, 
or even visit, America. 
The police and prosecutors in the US have no concern at all whether they 
have arrested someone who is innocent. They just don't care. When a crime is 
committed, they try to arrest somebody, anybody, just to say they got the bad 
guy. And they never like to admit they made a mistake. Once they arrest you, 
they will try to make up and plant false evidence, to help try and convict you. A 
common trick is to take other criminals they know, who are facing jail on other 
charges, and get those criminals to be false witnesses against you. The cops 
justify this kind of thing by saying to themselves, "Well, if you didn't commit 
this crime, you probably committed some other crime we don't know about." 
If they do arrest you in America, they like to pile on all sorts of criminal 
charges. The idea is to charge you with 10 crimes, because it makes you 
sound bad, and maybe convict you on 3 of them or you will accept a plea 
bargain on 1 or 2 of them. Any kind of guilty plea, and they call it a success, 
even though you were totally innocent. 
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For the police and prosecutors, it's all a kind of sporting game, so they can 
bring about their "high conviction rate". Perhaps part of the reason America 
has so much crime, even with more than 2.2 million people in prison, is 
because the people who actually committed the crimes were never arrested. 
Also, many poor people feel that the odds are high they will be arrested 
someday anyway, so they may as well be criminals and try to enjoy a few 
things in the meantime. 
The system is extremely racist, of course, and white people are arrested less 
than many minorities. But no one is safe. Any innocent person can get 
railroaded to death in America. 

MULTI-MILLIONAIRES AND BIG CORPORATIONS, VS. 
EVERYBODY ELSE 

The only people who really can get expect some fairness in American courts 
are multi-millionaires and big corporations who pay political contributions and 
bribery money, and who protect the interests of other rich people. Nobody 
else really matters to American judges and lawyers. 
There is a huge amount of bribery in America, perhaps even more than in the 
courts of any other country in the world. Even some American ex-judges have 
admitted the near-universality of bribery there. Nearly all bribes are given to 
the judges by lawyers; this is considered the safe way to bribe a judge. 
Bribery is rarely spoken about, just understood. 
Here's how it works. Rich people pay huge amounts of money to law firms 
with connections, the lawyers walk around with a certain amount of cash in 
their jacket, and they pass it to the judges in their quiet moments together. It is 
mostly all cash of course. Sometimes the bribery is blatantly obvious, because 
of the other crimes that lawyers and judges commit in broad daylight together. 
In the courtrooms you can see the judges being extremely friendly to their rich 
lawyer friends who pay big bribes. 
As an average person, there's no real way to out-bribe a big corporation, 
regardless of what your lawyer promised you. That's why the big companies 
win most of the time. 
American judges are very devious, and use all sorts of techniques to prevent 
a victim from getting justice. Lots of judges issue gag orders, and bans on 
freedom of speech, to help prevent other people from finding out what is going 
on. Judges set up a trial in all sorts of ways, giving orders that all sorts of 
evidence be hidden from a jury, for example. The judge may declare, for 
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example, that the evidence that proves you are innocent or right, will not be 
allowed at the trial. 
Jury trials are actually very rare in America, unlike what you see in the 
movies. Most cases are settled through some deal or extortion or intimidation, 
before there is an actual trial. If there is a jury trial, they tend to stack the jury 
with un-educated idiots who will tend to believe whatever lies they are told by 
the judge and the government. If you are trying to fight a rich person in court, 
the judge might let the fancy lawyers for the rich person say anything they 
want, while he tells you to shut up as soon as you start talking. The judges 
have a thousand ways to rig a legal proceeding, to benefit rich people or the 
government. 
It's no wonder so many innocent people go to prison. With the fundamental 
brutality and harshness of life in America, American citizens are confused and 
fearful, and gullible to propaganda.  
So, a jury in a courtroom, these people who tend to be poorly educated, will 
tend to go along with any lies presented by government prosecutors. In this 
environment of fear, the feeling of safety for the jury, comes from following the 
"strong" government in sending various "suspected criminals" to jail. 
Yes, there are "appeals" courts, but these are just more judges, who are 
usually friends with the lower court judge who originally sold you out. The 
appeals judges tend to go along with the lower court judge, unless you have 
suddenly acquired some politically powerful backing on your side. 
Americans love to talk about "taking it all the way to the Supreme Court!", but 
this is a nearly empty hope for real people. The U.S. Supreme Court simply 
refuses to consider most cases that are presented to it. 
If you are a little helpless nobody, the appeals judges often barely reply to 
you, and sometimes don't reply at all. Sometimes people have been strapped 
to a table and given the lethal poison and put to death in America, with the 
victim's appeal never even answered by the judges. 

WHAT ABOUT WHEN PEOPLE WIN MILLIONS OF 
DOLLARS IN A LAWSUIT AGAINST THE BIG COMPANY? 

Every now and then, there is worldwide news of how some average person in 
America has won a lawsuit for $25 million or some other huge sum of money, 
from some company or other. What's going on here - if the American legal 
system is so crooked, how can people be winning such big money? 

Such cases are indeed real, but they are actually somewhat rare, numerically 
- rather like winning the lottery - and it's important to see why they take place, 
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and how they fit into the big pattern. Such cases are typically after someone 
has been seriously injured or killed, due to some defective product or 
prescription drug or hospital treatment or accident. 
These cases have a certain "place" in the American legal framework, 
accepted by the judges. They are also very important for maintaining the 
bribery culture. A lot of the money won in such cases goes into the lawyer's 
pockets, and is a major source of bribery money for the judges. As regards big 
companies and the judges, such cases are viewed as a kind of "tax" on the 
big corporations, part of the cost of doing business in America, part of the 
price of being able to otherwise make huge profits. - And the money for most 
such legal "victories", still comes from insurance policies and the prices on 
products, and so in the end, this money is just more money squeezed from 
hard-working common people who pay for insurance policies or other 
products they buy. 
Such cases, as well, have the same function as in a gambling casino, when 
the casino proudly announces that one customer has just won a huge jackpot. 
The hype about the one jackpot winner, hides the fact that most everyone else 
is losing money. The person whose husband died from the defective 
prescription drug, and won millions of dollars (one-third of that to the lawyer, 
of course), is the person who is shoved forward to prove that "the legal system 
works - it's the greatest legal system in the world!" 
The small handful of such personal-injury cases, are intended to distract the 
public from all the innocent people sentenced to prison, from all the families 
destroyed by bribed judges in divorce cases, and from all the people whose 
lives are destroyed by big companies, companies who cheerfully pay bribes to 
win their routine cases in court. 
Big companies know that some big "injury" cases will be lost, in order to 
supply money for the lawyers and judges who otherwise take good care of the 
big company's interests. When you are making hundreds of millions of dollars, 
the loss of a few million here and there is just another expense of business. In 
the end, the companies just raise their prices to cover the costs of lawyers 
and lawsuits. The whole world pays for the millions earned by American 
lawyers, who are the ultimate parasites of the US economy. 
There are other casualties here, too. America's health care system has been 
destroyed from the inside by the legal culture of constant lawsuits against 
doctors and hospitals, with huge amounts of money being given to the lawyers 
in these cases, driving up the cost of medical care and putting it out of reach 
of many people. America is the only economically advanced nation without a 
national health plan, with tens of millions of Americans having no health 
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coverage, despite the US spending more for so-called "health care" than any 
other country in the world. 
USA lawyers joke openly about how, when the courts make big money 
awards to pay a lawyer, the lawyer often gives the judge a bribe by way of 
gratitude. Some lawyers grow rich, while some doctors are afraid to continue 
practicing medicine in the US, and many Americans die from lack of health 
care. - That is the American "system" now. 
But while America's lawyers will very casually file legal charges against 
doctors, hospitals, or ordinary people, for any flimsy reason, to try and 
squeeze some money from the situation, they are extremely afraid to take any 
legal action against another lawyer or judge engaged in misconduct. That's 
where fear takes over, and lawyers are suddenly too timid to file any lawsuits. 

THE HOLLYWOOD IMAGE, VERSUS THE GRIM REALITY 

Once you have digested the fact that America has the world's largest prison 
gulag, another major thing to digest is the USA government, and much of 
America, is primarily a sales organization, whose chief tool is hype and 
propaganda and outright lies. America is a culture built on sales and 
advertising; it focuses on portraying an image, not the reality beneath it. 
This is why the Bush regime was so casual about inventing and selling the lies 
about "weapons of mass destruction" to help start the Iraq invasion. It was just 
a question of whatever lies needed to be told, in order to sell the product; 
there was no concern about afterwards, when the lies were exposed. America 
just figures it can later send out more salespeople with more lies, in an 
endless cycle. Tomorrow is just another day, when America will try to sell 
another product, the newest version of the "war on terror", or whatever. 
  

The selling never stops, in Washington or Hollywood. America sells political 
lies like Hollywood sells movies. When the US President talks about 
"advancing the cause of freedom", he basically means freedom for big 
corporations to do business. He's not really talking about actual personal 
freedom for real people. But he grins when he talks about "freedom" because 
it's a good word of salesmanship, people hear him and some of them can be 
duped into believing that America cares about personal or political freedom. 
Hollywood movies and American television are a major element of political 
myth-making. Around the world, people derive an image of America, and its 
legal system, from these fictional creations on film. America's propaganda 
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about having "the greatest legal system in the world" is one of those phoney 
stories that Hollywood is helping to sell. 
It is also a myth sustained by the few trials about which there is a lot of 
publicity, like with the celebrity trials of Martha Stewart or Michael Jackson. 
Judges behave very differently when the cameras are rolling, or the media is 
reporting everything that goes on, and millions of dollars are being spent on 
lawyers. But in the 98 percent of court activity that does not have big media 
coverage, the judges of America provide a bizarre sideshow of horror. 
In the Hollywood version, the judges in American courts are like kind uncles, 
smiling and being wise and calmly dispensing justice. But in reality, American 
judges sometimes scream at people like disturbed perverts, and show off their 
bribed corruption right there in the courtroom. Sometimes judges engage in 
flagrant extortion, where you have to agree to pay money to the judge's lawyer 
friends as the price to stay out of jail. It is really that bad. You can find no end 
of documented horror about American judges behaving like criminal lunatics, 
and it is getting worse all the time. 
In the Hollywood version, there are brave lawyers who will fight for your rights, 
to win justice for you in the American courts. In reality, you can't find an 
American lawyer brave enough to fight judicial corruption, even if you are 
innocent and the judge's friends have threatened to murder you, or threatened 
to send you to jail for the rest of your life. The lawyers who used to be brave, 
in a now-long-ago America, were destroyed or intimidated, and nearly all 
American lawyers now submit themselves to the culture of corruption and 
bribery, a culture of betraying and abandoning the people who need legal 
help. 
In the sad reality, American lawyers line up by the dozen to help the 
government or the big corporations, and regularly betray the average person, 
even if they are supposedly representing you. Even the lawyers who don't 
want to be wicked themselves, are too timid to really fight the system. At a 
certain point, nearly all American lawyers will pull back and abandon their 
clients, because they are trying to survive themselves and avoid revenge by 
the judges. 
In the Hollywood version, the average person is also helped by the "brave 
investigative reporter" at some newspaper or television station, who shows 
great courage in exposing the truth, and bringing powerful wrongdoing to face 
justice. However, the brave "investigative reporter" in America is now as 
fictional and non-existent as the "brave lawyer" who will fight for your rights. 
This is especially true on any topic pertaining to corruption by judges and 
lawyers. 
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In America today, reporters are little timid people who are afraid of getting 
fired, and who almost never write a story on government corruption, unless 
some other part of the government is officially investigating or prosecuting. 
That goes triple when judges or lawyers are involved. The owners of the 
newspapers and television stations are afraid of revenge by the judges if they 
have to go to court, and the nervous little reporters who work for the media 
understand the rules of the game. 
If you look closely at a modern newspaper or news magazine in the USA, you 
will see how almost all stories originate with the government itself. When the 
media "investigates", they are usually just adding more details on a situation 
already being targeted by the government. Every news media and television 
station in America is swamped with people begging them to report on stories, 
that they totally refuse to cover. The reporters are too scared, and they know 
the stories wouldn't get printed or broadcast even if they were written. 
America is the land of fear, as regards the legal system and the culture of 
corruption. Everyone involved with the US legal system is afraid, very afraid, 
of stepping on the wrong toes. Even American judges themselves get driven 
out of office, if they don't participate in the bribery culture. 

NO RECOURSE AGAINST CRIME AND FRAUD BY 
JUDGES AND LAWYERS IN AMERICA 

In reality, there is almost nothing you can do against misconduct, and even 
open felony crime, committed against you by American judges and lawyers. 
All of the official complaint procedures you find on the internet, or at the 
courthouse or in the law books, turn out to be a joke, a farce and a fraud. 
Complaints about lawyers in America, usually go to the "Bar", which is itself 
run by the judges who are involved in bribery with the lawyers. And complaints 
about judges go to other judges, their friends. 
Nearly all the complaints about lawyers and judges - tens of thousands of 
them - are kept secret. Nearly all are dismissed or ignored. They are generally 
only used if the judges or politicians want to specially destroy someone - 
some radical minority lawyer, someone who is not playing the bribery game, 
somebody who has dared to expose wrongdoing. Otherwise, even criminal 
acts by lawyers and judges get a smiling cover-up. 
You will almost certainly not find any lawyers to help you sue another lawyer 
for wrongdoing. They are too scared of revenge by the judges. Even the 
lawyers who are broke and unemployed and desperate for work, are too 
scared to sue another lawyer. (Special caution: In the US, lawyers may make 
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false promises to you about suing another lawyer, cash your checks and steal 
your money, and then refuse to help you. And then you will have another 
lawyer who wronged you.) 
The police and FBI almost certainly will not help you, either. They all know the 
bribery game, and they rely on the same crooked judges to help send 
innocent people to prison after they have been arrested. The more crooked 
the judge, the more eager the judge will be, to help the police or FBI do a dirty 
deal and convict an innocent person. 
And, of course, the newspapers and television and media won't help you. 
They hear stories like yours all the time. If they publish or broadcast your 
story, then they will have problems the next time they get sued in court. Or 
they might find themselves arrested on false charges, and end up in an even 
worse situation than you. 
The newspapers are so tied into the establishment of judges and lawyers, that 
the newspapers sometimes help the judges and lawyers to commit their 
crimes, and to unfairly smear and attack their victims. The big media 
newspapers have even helped to plant false "evidence" in court cases, and 
help the legal establishment to destroy innocent people. But even if not 
harming you, the USA media is afraid to help you, afraid of revenge if they 
expose judicial corruption. 
The big corporations who pay for the US politicians, and who pay the law 
firms who bribe the judges, also own the US media to whom you complain 
about legal corruption. And that's why the big corporate "media" won't help 
you either. 
These media fears are just as big, if not bigger, with America's radical and 
alternative media, and bloggers and internet sites. Such people will criticize 
American foreign policy and so on, but everybody is scared of talking about 
specific cases of corruption by lawyers and judges. The independent media 
has even more reason to be afraid, because they are even more vulnerable if 
the lawyers start to file false charges against them in the courts. 
Of course, America's politicians will not help you, either. Many politicians are 
themselves lawyers, very used to the whole game of bribery with judges and 
other lawyers. The politicians accept the crooked courts as the way that 
America is run, and as helping the two big "political parties" to monopolize the 
political scene and to prevent alternative political movements. 
America's two big political parties, the Democrats and Republicans, can be 
seen as another phoney game like America's courts. The two parties actually 
get their hundreds of millions of dollars in money from the same people at the 
same big corporations who own the rest of America. These two American 
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parties pretend to argue with each other over emotional issues like gun control 
and abortion rights, but in the end both of these parties serve the big 
corporations. Half of Americans are still fooled into thinking that these parties 
represent them, the other half sense it is all phoney, but feel helpless and 
don't know what to do. This is why people don't vote very much in America; 
they feel it is hopeless and useless. 
  

You can also forget about most of America's human rights and civil liberties 
groups, even though it looks, at first, like there are many such groups on the 
internet. Many such groups are just money-raising groups which don't help 
victims, or are tied to the two main political parties or some narrow agenda. 
They are all scared of the legal system, too, and there is no one with any 
significant funding or money, who is out there helping the victims of legal 
corruption. 
If any powerful, wealthy "organisation" in the US dared to tell the truth about 
cases of crooked lawyers and judges, they wouldn't have their funding or 
money for very long, as the judges would take it away from them. - The first 
thing any lawyer advises to "civil rights" organisations with money, is to keep 
quiet about crooked lawyers and judges, or else they will get quickly 
destroyed. 
When you find a group in America that is genuinely struggling to combat US 
legal corruption, like the Jail 4 Judges effort that has been so important a 
beacon for many victims of the US legal system - what you will find is a grass-
roots effort, that is being attacked on every side by corporate America and its 
corporate media, without money or clout, and with almost no resources, legal 
or otherwise, to help the victims who are desperately searching for help 
against the US legal monster. 
Aside from Jail 4 Judges, there are some overwhelmed and struggling 
projects here and there, sometimes doing worthy but very limited work for a 
few of the innocent people in prison, but they function in an environment of 
timidity and fear, and without the resources or clout or media access to 
expose or change what is happening. 
What you can find on the internet and from victims themselves, are bucketsful 
of horror stories, and bucketsful of ice-cold proof of crimes by US lawyers and 
judges. But the corporate media refuses to cover such evidence, so until 
people or close family members become victims themselves, most people 
don't ever realise what is happening, until someone close to them is caught in 
the meat-grinder. 

http://banned-in-america.net/www.jail4judges.org/
http://banned-in-america.net/www.jail4judges.org/
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It's getting worse and worse in America all the time. As the judges and 
lawyers can get away with committing crimes, they are getting more open and 
blatant, committing felony crimes in broad daylight, because they know no one 
will stop them or bring them to account. 
It is also important to know, that once you have started complaining about, or 
exposing, judicial and legal corruption in America, you become a kind of 
outlaw in the United States yourself. And not just that they will maliciously 
slander you and smear you and attack you. 
If you have criticised the US legal system, you are in a very dangerous 
situation, and you are considered fair game to be either arrested and jailed on 
false charges, or to be totally robbed and betrayed by America's lawyers. 
Once you have spoken out about legal corruption, you may find that no other 
lawyer will then help you for any reason, even if it is un-related to your 
complaint about judicial wrongdoing. 
  

You may be trapped in a nightmare from which there is no escape unless you 
can leave America altogether. 

DEALING WITH AMERICAN LAWYERS, IF YOU HAVE NO 
OTHER CHOICE 

Perhaps the statistical chance of getting arrested in America as an innocent 
person, and then being sent to prison or put to death, is relatively small. But 
think of how you will feel if you end up as one of those 2.2 million American 
prisoners, including 50,000 foreign citizens. Or perhaps even one of those 
several thousand people on Death Row, waiting for the lethal poison to be 
injected into your arm. 
With 1 out of every 45 working-age US males already in prison, those are 
already big gambling odds. 
Visiting America now, is probably similar to visiting or doing business in 1936 
with Adolf Hitler's Reich, or Benito Mussolini's fascist empire. If you did such a 
thing in 1936, you might have visited and had a wonderful time, maybe even 
have done some business with companies in those countries. You might have 
seen some beautiful sights, and met some very friendly individual people, 
perhaps drunk a beer or two, or a nice glass of wine, maybe attended the 
1936 Olympics. Very likely, you wouldn't have seen any concentration camps, 
in the places where you travelled. You might have had a very pleasant trip. 
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But nonetheless, you were in a dangerous place, where horrible things were 
going on. That's true of the United States of America today, the land of 2.2 
million prisoners in a giant gulag. 
With America's corrupt legal system, it's certainly not the wisest place to keep 
money or assets, which can be easily grabbed by American lawyers in legal 
proceedings. Many smart Americans have opened overseas bank accounts, 
and it is wise to not keep too much money where American lawyers can seize 
it. There is no bigger group of thieves in the world, than American lawyers. 
If you are in a lawsuit situation in America, get all your money out of the 
country, fast, before the USA lawyers can put any kind of hold or freeze on it. 
But you shouldn't keep substantial assets in the USA in the first place. Sell 
any USA real estate and rent instead, get that money out where it is safe. 
Certainly, don't ever expect any justice from American courts. Expect the 
judges and both sides of lawyers to tilt toward the government, or toward the 
big company that can pay bribes on a regular basis. All that most people get 
out of American courts, is grief, and lawyers stealing their money. Best not to 
approach American courts unless absolutely necessary. 
Despite the commonplace fraud and dishonesty of American lawyers, it's still 
important to have one if you must be in an American court. The reason is that 
American judges absolutely hate people who come to court without lawyers, 
especially if they have any money at all.  
The judge takes it as a personal insult if you are not giving some money to 
one of his lawyer friends, and will tend to take revenge on you unless you hire 
a lawyer, even a very stupid one, to stand by your side. 
What American lawyers love to do, is to steal all your money, tell you a bunch 
of false promises and lies, and then do nothing for you, while they sell you out 
to the other side. That is a perfect scenario for an American lawyer. A lawyer's 
goal is to squeeze as much money from you, while at the same time doing as 
little as possible to rock the judge's political boat. Many lawyers make money 
via their classic "research and review" scam, where they don't even agree to 
represent you, but just steal your money to "research" your case, and then do 
nothing for you but supply you with a useless "legal memorandum" of their 
"opinion" about your legal issues. 
Accept in advance that an American lawyer will rob you and betray you, have 
that idea firmly fixed in your mind; and everything will go more smoothly if you 
quietly understand this. Never actually trust an American lawyer, but don't let 
on that you know he's a crook. 
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Don't tell the lawyer how much money you really have, he will try to get all of 
it. Try to pay a lawyer very slowly, in small chunks, that will keep him more 
interested, and prevent some of the bigger robberies and betrayals, and will 
leave you some money to try another lawyer if things get too awful. 
Remember, once you give a USA lawyer any money, it's almost impossible to 
get it back. Lawyers will almost never sue another lawyer, and if you go to 
court, the judge will almost certainly protect the lawyer who defrauded you 
(and get a share of the money, of course). 
Lawyers and judges in America like people to appear to be submissive and 
stupid and easily manipulated. They like to feel superior to you. By letting 
them think that you are weak and falling for their lies, you may give yourself 
some breathing room. This tactic has even enabled some people to stay alive 
and not get murdered, and to escape from America back to safety. 

THE GROWING AMERICAN NIGHTMARE 

It is just getting worse and worse in America's legal system. For some years 
now, the USA judges and lawyers have gotten used to denying people justice, 
to the great flow of bribery money, and even to committing felony crimes in 
broad daylight and getting away with it. It just keeps on escalating. Though a 
social explosion is lurking beneath the surface - with judges starting to get 
murdered, and people lighting courthouses ablaze - nonetheless, the rich 
corporate people who really run America are letting the current system chug 
along as it is, justice be damned, and they say, to hell with the common 
people who seem to have no way to fight back. 
It can't go on like this forever, but it may get a lot worse first, despite the fair 
internet visibility on documented American legal corruption. One should note 
the brave grass-roots attempt at judicial reform mentioned above (Jail 4 
Judges - www.jail4judges.org), which has been attempting to place onto 
American ballots, a referendum for a procedure to give citizens a real right of 
redress against corrupt judges. It is a wonderful and beautiful idea that has 
deserved success, and would transform America if it was implemented. 
Regrettably, though, for all the usual reasons of fear and intimidation, there is 
no one with any big money or media clout, making a foray against the real-life 
nightmare of America's courts and prisons. It remains a taboo subject for the 
American media, and the media silence feeds and encourages the whole 
machine of bribery and repression. 
Perhaps, it will not be until after America has had a major economic or social 
cataclysm, that the big American machine of legal corruption finally comes to 

http://www.jail4judges.org/
http://www.jail4judges.org/
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be reformed, after a complete revolution in American life has swept away the 
old order. 
It's astonishing how disgraceful American lawyers have become - they are 
now both the mafia and the gestapo of American life. America's lawyers, as a 
whole, have had little to say about America’s recent international crimes of 
prisoner abuse, and violation of international human rights agreements. 
American lawyers, as always nowadays, are "playing the game" with 
America's government and its judges. 
America, indeed, does not have the rule of law at all. Rather, it is just the rule 
of lawyers, lawyers who crave money and power, serving the big corporate 
interests and the US regime (who are really the same thing). And, in America, 
it can be jail or worse for anyone who tries to fight these lawyers. 
The reality of the USA is that Americans, despite their overall wealth as a 
nation, are now a people living in a society of great fear. Their fears are 
complicated, and many Americans cannot even put their fears into words. 
They are afraid of lawyers and the prison system, afraid of losing their jobs in 
a brutal society with no social safety net, afraid of needing health care in a 
disastrous crazy system run by big companies for profit. And, behind all of 
this, Americans are afraid of what will happen if they try to question the 
system and the way things work. They often feel helpless and powerless 
against the great forces dominating their country. 
American citizens are confused and fearful, and gullible to propaganda. 
Because Americans have difficulty in sorting out their many fears, they have 
become ripe candidates for racial and religious hatreds, and for following their 
government into war. The issues of "terrorism" and war distract the emotions 
of Americans from the terrible problems in their own society at home. A 
corporate media, trying to build racist hatreds of some foreign "enemy", tries 
to distract Americans with some foreign face on which to project their fear and 
their anger. The result is the horrifying misconduct of some Americans in 
these wars; while back inside the USA, there is increasing corruption and 
repression in their home legal system. 
Americans desperately would like to believe that they still live in a "free" 
country, as it is so horrifying to them to face the ugly truth, that their freedom 
is already largely lost.  
Americans can imagine they are "free" because they can still choose among 
different products to buy, or quit their job, or buy a gun at the store if they 
have the money. But the Americans most likely to imagine they are still "free" 
are the ones who have not yet been snared in the halls of America’s legal 
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system. They have not yet seen the lawyers and judges who smirk and laugh 
as they deny victims the most basic human rights. 
The truth is that, inside America, a nightmare has begun. The lawyers and 
judges and courts, "playing the game", regularly trample upon the freedoms 
that Americans thought they had. It is people like myself, escaped from the 
USA, living in kinder and gentler places, who are now the lucky ones. 
No one should ever again be fooled by USA propaganda about being 
the "land of freedom". Those who are thinking of travelling to, 
visiting, or working in America, should think again. It might not be 
worth the risk of being in a country that has one of the most crooked 
legal systems in the world. 
For a more thorough analysis of the USA legal system, see the online  
FAQ on American Judicial and Legal Corruption. 
  

This article may be freely reproduced and republished in full by anyone, 
anywhere. 
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AMERICANS MURDERING THEIR JUDGES,  
AND THE US CRISIS OF JUDICIAL 
CORRUPTION. 
Dr Leslie Sachs 
 
In the headlines are the appalling news stories of Americans carrying out 
murderous attacks on judges and their families. In a matter of days, one judge 
was shot and killed in his own courtroom, while another judge had family 
members brutally murdered in their home. 
These news stories are, however, related to another news story, which is the 
most taboo subject of the American media - the expanding crisis of corruption 
among American judges and lawyers. At question is whether the deepening 
despair of Americans about their own legal system, is fueling some of these 
violent attacks on judges. 
Much is written now about how America's economy is resembling that of a 
banana republic, given how America is sunk in preposterous debt, and how 
the US dollar currency is sinking toward a possible collapse in the near future. 
But there is another way that America is also like a banana republic, in that its 
legal system - contrary to its Hollywood image - has become a sinkwell of 
secret proceedings, the jailing of the innocent, and political misconduct; and 
how it is sullied with documented corruption, fake trials and court fraud. 
These facts are not generally understood, because of how judicial corruption 
is the most un-reported news story in the American landscape. It is the 
category of news story which America's newspapers and media are most 
afraid to report, even when clear proof is in their hands. 
In America right now, judges - and lawyers who are protected by judges - can 
commit felony crimes in broad delight, leave the proof lying around, and yet 
avoid being prosecuted or even having their crimes be reported by the media. 
The people who work in the media see a lot of material on court misconduct, 
and yet they know this is the story of which they dare not speak. The lack of 
media coverage, in turn, encourages more judicial corruption, leaving millions 
of Americans in anger and despair. 
Confronting the secrets of US judicial corruption, is a key to understanding 
America's whole social crisis, and its role in the world right now. Here are 
some elements of this situation that you won't see in run-of-the-mill news 
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reports :- 
 
THE INNOCENT IN USA COURTS : IMPRISONED, 
SENTENCED TO DEATH, LOSING ALL THEY HAVE 
 
The key statistic to understanding America, is that it has over 2.2 million 
prisoners (!) out of about 300 million people. This is 25 per cent of all the 
prisoners, anywhere, in the entire world.  
By comparison, the most populous nation, China, with about 1.3 billion 
people, only has a few hundred thousand prisoners, despite being denounced 
by the USA as a "repressive" country. 
1 out of every 45 working-age males (that is, not counting children or the 
elderly) is BEHIND BARS in the United States. With working-age black males, 
the figures are about 1 out of 20. This is the stuff of revolution. 
With so many Americans in jail right now, and many more having been to jail 
or on the way, the USA now has the world's biggest gulag. The United States 
of America is a giant machine for jailing people and making them afraid. With 
2.2 million prisoners, America can be very casual about who it throws into 
prison. Estimates are that at least 5 per cent, or over 100,000 of these 
prisoners, are completely innocent. This is well shown by the fact that over 
100 of the smaller group of prisoners who have recently been on death row in 
America - actually sentenced to be executed - have recently been freed, 
innocent of the crime for which they were convicted. 
As it is so easy to railroad innocent people in America on capital murder 
charges, which have mandatory appeals, it is even easier to railroad people 
on lesser criminal charges, or in malicious lawsuits where victims lose all their 
money and property. 
With judges and lawyers making so many mistakes, sending so many 
innocent people to prison, and wrecking so many lives with lawsuits, the drive 
to cover-up for judicial mistakes becomes obsessive. The US legal system 
cannot function without a cover-up. But a cover-up of judicial misconduct, 
becomes an invitation for corruption and bribery and more misconduct, and 
this vicious cycle keeps escalating. 
In America's unique political landscape, the lawyers and judges have supreme 
power, both over themselves and over the political process. With the 
American theory of the "supreme" judiciary that is supposedly "independent" 
of politics, the recipe is there for a kind of "Praetorian Guard" mentality like in 
ancient Rome. In imperial Rome, the small army of the "Praetorian Guard" 
theoretically protected the emperor. But as the Praetorian Guard realized its 
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power, they were able to become a law unto themselves, controlling the 
empire, even dictating to the emperor, and covering up for any of their own 
misdeeds. 
This is the role of the judges in America right now. America needs its judges 
to keep order over its own far-flung empire. America's corporate rulers fear to 
expose the misconduct of judges, lest this empire start unraveling. 
Since the judges are "supreme" in America, if people realise the judges are 
crooked, a revolution would be at hand. 

US JUDGES AS GOONS FOR THE BIG CORPORATIONS 

In United States regime, most major aspects of public life are now under the 
control of the US-based multi-national corporations, who have effectively and 
openly bought and paid for everything in the American "system": 
 
• The corporations own most US politicians, including both of the two 

tweedledee-tweedledum "political parties", given that both the 
"Democrat" and "Republican" parties, and nearly all the politicians, get 
their funding from the same US corporate interests, despite a little bit of 
pretending to be different; 
 

• The corporations own all the major US media companies, who control 
what "news" most people see and read; 
 

• The corporations effectively control most of the well-known "non-profit 
organisations", who also depend on the large corporate or corporate-
backed "donations" for their existence and income; 
 

• The corporations own the US elections, determining who is allowed by 
the media to be a "major candidate", and the corporations even 
manufacture the easily-hijackable "voting machines" that "count the 
votes" for people 
 

• And the corporations, above all, own the US lawyers and judges, via the 
corporate money and bribes that flow in the billions of dollars through 
US law firms, which is why they rarely lose cases among the "pro-
business" US judges. 

 

The judges enforce the "law", which in the United States means the Law of 
the Big Corporations. They win, the little guy (or girl) loses. That's what judges 
and lawyers call "The Game". 
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In exchange for controlling things for the benefit of the big corporations, US 
judges and lawyers are allowed to act like perverts with regard to the average 
person. They can lie, rob, cheat, steal, kill and destroy any mere average 
person or US citizen - that is what the judges and lawyers get, as their 
"reward" for running things for the benefit of the really rich people who are big 
shareholders in the big corporations. 
 

America needs the myth of the "rule of law", the power of the judges, to keep 
control of the political situation. But the trade-off is that the judges have 
become a law unto themselves, and the judges and lawyers in America have 
built a machine that cannot be reversed by any power visible on the horizon, 
except some kind of revolution. 
 
US MEDIA CONTROL HIDING THE JUDGES' CRIMES 
 
The one power that the judges in America do worry about, is that of news 
media and publicity, either of the independent kind or from outside the United 
States. Recently, the American Supreme Court judges decided in a close 
vote, to stop putting children to death, admitting they were influenced by world 
public opinion and international condemnation of this practice. 
 

The news media in America - mostly owned by large corporations who own 
everything else - has a guilty conscience about all the evidence of judicial 
misconduct that flows regularly through their offices. The media do not report 
or investigate most of these stories, even when conclusive proof is plopped in 
their lap. 
 

This is partly out of fear of revenge by the government and the judges, and 
partly out of a sense of a twisted theory of "patriotic duty". These media 
employees think that it is better to hide the dirty linen of the judges and courts, 
so as not to "upset the public" and "destabilise society". In other words, they 
know that the truth about the crooked US judges, is the stuff of revolution. 
 

But really, the situation is that the big media in the United States, is owned by 
the same big corporations who own the politicians and government, the same 
big corporations who pay the big law firms that bribe the judges so that the big 
companies almost always win their cases. 
 

Most big corporations find themselves using American courts extensively, 
including the media companies. If any media company or US organisation 
were to independently "go after" some corrupt judges, and speak about 
judicial corruption, the fear is that the media company might well find itself 
being destroyed by the judges, as billions of dollars worth of lawsuits suddenly 
were "decided" against the corporation. 
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You may not believe this yet, but the fact is that the US judges operate like 
criminal gangs. They get together and pick a target, and they can decide to 
destroy that target if they feel it is a threat, either to themselves or to their 
paymasters at the big corporations. 
 

Such terrors lurk in the back of the mind of independent and progressive 
journalists, perhaps even more than among the big corporate media. In 
America you never know whether you might find yourself arrested or sued on 
some trumped-up charge or accusation, if you dare to criticise the US legal 
system. US journalists have been shot dead in the street, after daring to write 
a critical article about the judges. Just "coincidence", perhaps. 
 

Exposing a dishonest judge in America, can put you on a "black list" where no 
lawyer will protect you, even if you have lots of money to spend. Experience 
shows, over and over again, that people in the US who try to fight judicial 
corruption simply cannot find lawyers for themselves, even if they have money 
- and even though many US lawyers are desperately unemployed and eager 
for money! 
 

It is still (somewhat) accepted in the US, that journalists can criticize the 
President and the administrative branches of government, or complain about 
legislators. It is part of the function of politicians, like the President, to "take 
some political heat" up front, while the corporations run things behind the 
scenes. 
However, it has become extremely taboo to say much about dishonest judges, 
even in the face of ice cold proof that judges are committing crimes. You have 
proof of crimes by judges? Almost no journalist in the United States wants to 
talk with you. - That is the true reality of American life. 
 
 
Even though the news media in the USA are not owned by the government, 
they are not "independent" - far from it. The power of the judges extends to 
both direct and indirect control of media criticism.  
Beyond the fear, there is also a feeling among USA media and lawyers and 
the government, that drastic and terrible calamities would occur if judicial 
corruption were really investigated and exposed. As one US lawyer said, "If 
the American people found out how crooked the judges really are, the whole 
house of cards will start to crumble." 
People feel that faith in the courts - the Hollywood movie version of American 
"justice" - is what is holding the USA together. The fear is this: If the American 
people start thinking that the courts are rigged, and that huge amounts of 
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people in jail are innocent, then social chaos will be on the horizon, and 
America will unravel in a mass political revolution. 
So the US media, corrupted by corporate ownership, or afraid itself of 
revenge, pretends it is doing a kind of civic duty, to limit coverage of judicial 
corruption, to those few cases where the government itself has already 
decided to prosecute some wayward judge or lawyer. 
Even in cases where US judges engage in absolutely blatant, open and 
publicly perverted misbehaviour - like the US judge who used a penis-pump 
on himself in his courtroom (quite true story) - the misbehaviour and crimes 
usually go on openly for several years, until the rogue judge finally offends 
some rich or politically powerful person, and the system finally slowly takes 
action. 
America's FBI and Department of Justice collect files on judicial corruption like 
they collect files on everything else, but they hold back from acting, even in 
cases where they have clear enough evidence to bring an indictment in 
minutes. The law enforcement agencies in America blow with the political 
winds, and in the absence of media attention, they will cover up for judges, 
whose help they require when they need to win convictions on flimsy 
evidence. The judges who take bribes are gladly eager to help law 
enforcement railroad and convict innocent people. The mutual back-
scratching of cops and judges is routine. 
In the meantime, the anguish of millions of Americans is increasing: The 2.2 
million prisoners and their families and loved ones; all those whose rights 
have been diminished, or their fortunes ruined; the increasing number of 
people forced to flee the USA to live in freedom and peace; all those living in 
fear in America, worried that they might be the next victim of the unfair 
American legal system. The frustration of many people with American courts 
is building, a huge but hidden story in American life. 

SECRECY, GAG ORDERS, AND THE COURT FILES YOU 
WILL NEVER SEE. 
 
 
America is increasingly a closed society, with much of its legal activity carried 
on in secret. And I'm not only talking about the secret detention of so many 
hundreds of detainees at overseas locations. Even in America's domestic 
legal system, much of the important legal activity is secret and hidden. 
The illusion is that America is an "open" society, because there are 24 hour a 
day "news" channels on television, and because there are dozens of reporters 
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and cameras outside the courthouses that are holding public-circus trials of a 
Martha Stewart or Michael Jackson or Paris Hilton. But the gritty day-to-day 
reality of life in American courts, is that much of what really goes on, is secret, 
hidden, un-published, under gag order or a judge's ban on freedom of speech, 
or simply un-reported by the news media, even though the media knows it has 
something important which the American people would love to hear. 
Much more than people realize, news of American court proceedings is 
blocked by gag orders, embargoed documents, and outright blatant and illegal 
bans on freedom of speech. Though there are always some supposed higher 
purposes in these gag orders, a basic function of such gag orders is to hide 
the whole dirty process of how judges and lawyers do their work. As judges 
and lawyers run the show, they are eager to use their powers to make sure 
that a lot of what they do is known only to themselves. 
The biggest category of judicial secrecy, is the nationwide American curtain 
that hides complaints of misconduct about judges and lawyers. Across the 
US, tens of thousands of complaints have been filed about misconduct by 
lawyers and judges. You can find many of them on the internet. 
While some of these complaints are frivolous, and many of them are certainly 
emotional, a lot of these complaints are well-documented or have conclusive 
proof attached. But nearly all of these tens of thousands of complaints are 
non-published and secret, and almost nothing is done to act on these 
complaints, regardless of how valid or how well proven. 
America's secret files of judicial and lawyer misconduct, are a gold mine of 
information on the real dirty workings of the American legal system. But alas, 
complaints about judges and lawyers are filed with - you guessed it - other 
judges and lawyers. These complaints are read and passed around very 
eagerly, as I have found by calling up judges' secretaries. I have tracked 
complaints all the way up to the Supreme Court building and the Supreme 
Court "judicial ethics" panel that was appointed in 2004 by USA Chief Justice 
Rehnquist. 
The judges read the complaints about their fellow judges, they likely laugh and 
joke with each other about the people they have harmed, and perhaps quietly 
advise each other to behave less openly like lunatics in the future. But what 
the judges almost never do, is respond in any way to the complaint. They 
don't answer, and they don't remedy the situation. They merely make some 
mental notes in case there is some publicity down the road. 
If there's no publicity, the judges feel they are home free.  
The same goes with complaints about American lawyers to the local Bar 
which "regulates" lawyers, which typically just covers up for lawyer 
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misconduct. Unless a judge is already mad at the lawyer, the local Bar will 
usually whitewash your complaints about a lawyer, even if you have written 
proof of a lawyer committing a felony crime. 
People are surprised to learn that American judges often don't respond to 
some legal filings and complaints, and sometimes even to formal appeals. If 
you have expensive lawyers, and have political connections they will indeed 
probably answer. But otherwise, silence is common. Poor people in America 
have been strapped to a table and put to death, while an appeal languished 
unanswered by the judges. 

FEARFUL LAWYERS AND FAKE TRIALS 

A few celebrity trials do, indeed, dominate the American news, with all sorts of 
tiny details gaining the headlines, like Michael Jackson said to be coming to 
court in his pyjamas. But hidden beyond the "detailed analysis" of the celebrity 
circus trials, are highly significant and heartbreaking stories of real trials, 
whose details you never learn. You don't find out how someone's human 
rights were taken away, or how someone was railroaded on false charges, 
while media focuses on the latest "scoop" of some public circus legal 
proceeding. 
Americans who have not endured a court battle, have an entirely misleading 
sense of the legal system from two sources: (a) the celebrity circus trials and 
(b) fictional television shows and Hollywood movies. Yet the reality for most 
Americans in court, especially the poor and minorities, is something sadly 
different, far more sleazy and awful and sinister. 
A key factor in life in America now, is the widespread moral collapse of the 
American legal profession. America has about a million law school graduates, 
the most enormous gang of lawyers in the world. And 'gang ' is the right word. 
Though a core group of lawyers are wealthy, from the fees supplied by big 
corporations or from a few big lawsuits; many other lawyers are unemployed, 
desperate for work. American lawyers, as a whole, are in fear of rocking the 
boat or challenging the political system, lest they be cast out and put among 
the unemployed. 
US lawyers who challenge the government or try to expose corruption, will 
face losing their jobs, and may get cited on trumped up charges that can lead 
to the loss of their ability to practice law, financial destruction, or even criminal 
indictments. 
The net result is that there are only a small handful of American lawyers now, 
who are willing to (very slightly) politically challenge the American 
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government. But if you ask about lawyers who are willing to challenge 
corruption by other lawyers and judges, that handful of lawyers dwindles to 
almost complete zero. Even unemployed and broke lawyers are afraid to 
confront judicial corruption for a paying client. The lawyers will privately 
explain it is "career suicide", and just too plain "dangerous", to try to confront 
dishonest judges and other lawyers. The US human rights and civil liberties 
groups stay away from this area, too. - They don't want to lose their corporate 
funding, or suffer financial destruction at the hands of America's criminally 
vengeful judges in some bogus "lawsuit". 
The betrayal of clients by lawyers in the USA, is terrifyingly common. An 
example is the army of "public defenders" that "represent" poor people as they 
get convicted and sent to prison. Some of these public defenders are brave 
and good people, at heart. 
But many of them are lazy and incompetent, like the lawyers known to be 
falling asleep and snoozing in court while their assigned clients are convicted 
of murder and sentenced to death. Even worse, however, are the all-too-
common public defenders who actually help the government to stage fake 
trials against their own clients. 
These "public defender" lawyers are often paid out of government money. If 
they do not help the government, these lawyers can be dropped from the 
register, lose their income, and be replaced by other lawyers more willing to 
be submissive. Though such lawyers may pretend to be "helping" their clients, 
they often take another role, terrifying and intimidating their clients into 
accepting unfair plea bargains and prison terms, even when the clients are 
innocent. 
Sometimes the "public defenders" really deserve to be imprisoned 
themselves. I am currently working on helping an innocent French citizen, 
Leonel Cazaco, who was sentenced to life in prison for a murder, even though 
someone else confessed to the crime. At his trial, Mr Cazaco's "public 
defenders" knew that someone else had already confessed to the murder, but 
they hid these facts from the court record and from Mr Cazaco himself, to help 
the government win the conviction. The French government has become 
active for Mr Cazaco, and his release is hoped for in the future. 
But US lawyers are often eager to betray and steal from clients, even when 
the clients are paying them. Lawyers will sell out and manipulate their clients, 
to benefit either the government, or the wealthier party that is paying them 
bribes. This is something lawyers call "playing The Game". 
Actually, even very rich political people get robbed by their own lawyers, the 
lawyers pushing the wealthy people into needless legal cases, just so the 

http://leonel-cazaco.tripod.com/
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lawyers can "milk" them for money. As long as some of the stolen money 
makes its way into the hands of the judges, even the rich victims usually 
cannot get redress against the lawyers who have robbed and defrauded them. 
Some of America's rogue judges, intoxicated with their sense of unlimited and 
unrestrained power, get quite cocky about committing felony crimes in broad 
daylight, leaving a trail of written evidence and even posting it on the internet. 
It is remarkable what offences they can commit and still remain in office, 
unchallenged by either news media or law enforcement. 
The fake US federal legal proceeding, that forced me to become a political 
refugee in Europe back in 2004, is one such set of open felony crimes. It is a 
well-known story now, with a US federal judge instantly banning my freedom 
of speech and then threatening to jail and murder me, while conducting a fake 
legal proceeding with the judge's friends posing both as my lawyers, and also 
as lawyers for a non-existent "first amendment civil rights charity foundation". 
The judge and his friends issued fake "court orders" claiming I "agreed" to the 
banning of my own freedom of speech for the rest of my life, "agreed" to the 
destruction of my media and publishing company, "agreed" to work for the rest 
of my life paying several hundred thousand dollars to the friends of the federal 
judge with the fake "Foundation", and "agreed" never to appeal all these illegal 
orders or the fraud of the fake "legal proceeding". 

You can find more details at the website about me, and the central legal 
presentation in my 125-count 3 April 2004 US Appeals Court filing 
exposing the crimes of the US federal judges. - Needless to say, the US 
judges never answered my court filing - My court filing was too crisp and 
precise, too well-supported by proof documents, about the crimes the 
US federal judges had committed, so the US judges don't dare to reply. 

Before the US government gangsters moved in to jail and murder me, and I 
was forced to escape to Europe to save my life, I did everything I could to find 
a US lawyer to help me. Specifically so I could find a lawyer, in my final 
months in the US, I got myself hired into a $150,000 per year job, just so I 
could afford good lawyers. 
I had thought, with so much written proof in my hands of judicial corruption, I 
would be able to find some brave lawyer to expose all these blatant crimes. I 
thought I would win back my freedom and strike a blow for justice, just like in 
some Hollywood movie. 
I contacted thousands of lawyers, but no lawyer was willing to help me, even 
though I could pay them well. The lawyers agreed that I had total proof of 
judicial corruption and felony crime, and they lusted after my money. 

http://www.dr-les-sachs.be/
http://www.patricia-cornwell-biography.net/court-filing-us-4th-circuit-3-april-2004.html
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But, as the US lawyers explained to me, there is no way to "fight a crooked 
judge that's backed by the Bush government". The lawyers were too 
frightened for their own safety, to risk trying to defend me against a malicious 
federal judge and his friends. Meanwhile, the judge's friends began to close in 
on me, demanding extortion money and ready to carry out their threats to jail 
and murder me. 
Thankfully, I escaped from America, the fake and phoney "land of freedom", 
and that's why you can read these words right now, written in my safe haven 
in Europe. And then, in 2007, more than three years after I took refuge in 
Europe, the US judges conducted a new fake "legal proceeding" just for the 
purpose of creating false media to slander me, and to try and ban my popular 
writings on US legal corruption, like this article you are reading now, banned 
by US judges who have served legal papers on Google. 
One of the most moving documents I collected in the USA, was a heartfelt 
note from a gravely ill former Virginia judge, in danger of dying. She wrote to 
me to confess that Virginia judges, both state and federal, were utterly sunk in 
crime and bribery, and she correctly predicted that no lawyer would have the 
courage to help me, despite my proof of judicial corruption. 
She herself was scared to help me, thinking that the stress would kill her if she 
got up from her sickbed to try and fight for me. 
With these recent deplorable acts of murderous violence against judges and 
their families, I can see that the instinct of American judges will be to deepen 
the cover up of judicial misconduct, as if quashing the news and truth about 
themselves will make them safer. Hence the new 2007 US fake trial to try and 
ban my freedom of speech all over again, more than three years after I took 
refuge in Europe. 
A better course would be to move toward a more transparent judicial process, 
with complaints out in the public and posted on the internet, and with the 
public impeachment and prosecution of the more notorious rogue judges. 
Americans today need some hope that there is justice at the end of the 
struggle, and not just a stone wall of corruption and despair. 
But that is not happening, as the corporate forces of the US regime unite to 
attack any significant movement at judicial reform, and most especially the 
laudably-named JAIL 4 Judges. - The United States needs a return to real 
democracy and the values of the Bill of Rights, but it seems that in the face of 
judicial corruption, it is only a major revolution that can end these crimes of 
horror in which Americans now find themselves. 
 

http://www.patricia-cornwell-biography.net/
http://www.patricia-cornwell-biography.net/
http://www.jail4judges.org/
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Karen Hudes          Fri, Apr 26, 2013 11:12 AM 
 

To: phil_rudd@banking.senate.gov 

Dear Mr. Rudd, 
 
    I reported corruption up the chain of command within the World Bank, through the 
US Treasury, and then to US Congress.  US Congress has backed my disclosures 
throughout with four letters and a GAO inquiry, all of which the World Bank simply 
stonewalled.  I am also a World Bank bondholder.  The SEC stonewalled the UK 
Serious Fraud office on this corruption in 2010; I testified twice to the UK Parliament 
on the SEC and PCAOB's failures in regulatory oversight:  

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmintdev/writev/40
2/contents.htm and 

 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmpubadm/writev/
publicpolicy/m03.htm 

I also testified to the European Parliament on May 25, 2011: 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/201105/20110518ATT195
40/20110518ATT19540EN.pdf 

mailto:phil_rudd@banking.senate.gov
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmintdev/writev/402/contents.htm
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmintdev/writev/402/contents.htm
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmpubadm/writev/publicpolicy/m03.htm
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmpubadm/writev/publicpolicy/m03.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/201105/20110518ATT19540/20110518ATT19540EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/document/activities/cont/201105/20110518ATT19540/20110518ATT19540EN.pdf
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      I have been in touch with all 50 states' governors and attorneys general as well as 
the chief justices of state supreme courts.  Many states are now exploring the 
feasibility of accepting gold and silver coin as legal tender because the corruption and 
lawlessness I have been reporting continue unabated.  187 ministers of finance on the 
Board of Governors of the World Bank and IMF settled my bondholder litigation and 
issued me a security badge during the Spring Meetings which ended on April 21, 
2013.  Dr. Jim Kim must allow my reinstatement to the World Bank's legal 
department, also required for the US contribution to the World Bank capital increase.  

Sincerely, 
Karen Hudes 
www.kahudes.net 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: Karen Hudes   

Date: Thu, Apr 25, 2013 at 11:12 AM 

Subject: Fwd: Proposed Capital Standards for Megabanks 

To: Mindy_Myers@warren.senate.gov, megan_descamps@johnson.senate.gov, 

todd_stubbendieck@johnson.senate.gov, janelle_gren@johnson.senate.gov, 

karen_kunze@johnson.senate.gov, Jon_Donenberg@warren.senate.gov, 

mark_powden@brown.senate.gov, jeremy_hekhuis@brown.senate.gov, 

Kyle_Ruckert@vitter.senate.gov, travis_johnson@vitter.senate.gov 

Cc: Pete Sepp <pressguy@ntu.org>, Alex Tabarrok <Tabarrok@gmu.edu>, "Kircher, 

Kerry" <kerry.kircher@mail.house.gov>, thomas_caballero 

<thomas_caballero@legal.senate.gov>, "dquam@nga.org" <dquam@nga.org>, 

dllr@dllr.state.md.us, jmcpherson@naag.org, myron.steele@state.de.us, 

andrew.lippstone@state.de.us, john.hardy@usaexport.org, bryan.whitman@osd.mil, 

NATO PA <press@nato-pa.int>, president@cfr.org, 

laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov, mail306594@supremecourt.gov, 

publiccorrespondence@cabinet-office.gsi.gov.uk, "angie.williams" 

<angie.williams@icaew.com>, "SIMPKIN, Paul" <simpkinp@parliament.uk>, 

indcom@parliament.uk, pubaccom@parliament.uk, 

enquiries@icai.independent.gov.uk, enquiries@frc.org.uk, 

economicaffairs@parliament.uk, lawsonn@parliament.uk, richard.fleck@hsf.com, 

alain@destexhe.be, margaret.hodge.mp@parliament.uk, s.hogg@frc.org.uk, 

james_brown@casey.senate.gov, conor_carroll@jec.senate.gov, "sharon.raj" 

<sharon.raj@fitchratings.com>, "rebecca.mirza" <rebecca.mirza@fitchratings.com>, 

"elizabeth.mccarroll" <elizabeth.mccarroll@moodys.com>, "jamie.kogan" 

<jamie.kogan@moodys.com>, rosaleen_manzi <rosaleen_manzi@sandp.com>, 

"trevor.pijper" <trevor.pijper@moodys.com>, Paul_Coughlin 

<paul_coughlin@standardandpoors.com>, intosai <intosai@rechnungshof.gv.at>, 

lesley.wroughton@reuters.com, srastello@bloomberg.net, kni@kyodonews.com 
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I am resending since Levon Bagramian is no longer a staffmember of the Senate 

Banking Committee, and since the attachments were too large.  Please let me know if 

you would like copies of my February 20, 2013 fax to the Securities and Exchange 

Commission Office of the Whistleblower, with backup documentation 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: Karen Hudes   

Date: Thu, Apr 25, 2013 at 10:24 AM 

Subject: Proposed Capital Standards for Megabanks 

To: Levon_Bagramian@banking.senate.gov 

Cc: National Taxpayers Union,  Alex Tabarrok , "Kircher, Kerry" 

<kerry.kircher@mail.house.gov>, thomas_caballero 

<thomas_caballero@legal.senate.gov>, "dquam@nga.org" <dquam@nga.org>, 

dllr@dllr.state.md.us, jmcpherson@naag.org, myron.steele@state.de.us, 

andrew.lippstone@state.de.us, john.hardy@usaexport.org, bryan.whitman@osd.mil, 

NATO PA <press@nato-pa.int>, president@cfr.org, 

laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov, mail306594@supremecourt.gov, 

publiccorrespondence@cabinet-office.gsi.gov.uk, "angie.williams" 

<angie.williams@icaew.com>, "SIMPKIN, Paul" <simpkinp@parliament.uk>, 

indcom@parliament.uk, pubaccom@parliament.uk, 

enquiries@icai.independent.gov.uk, enquiries@frc.org.uk, 

economicaffairs@parliament.uk, lawsonn@parliament.uk, richard.fleck@hsf.com, 

alain@destexhe.be, margaret.hodge.mp@parliament.uk, s.hogg@frc.org.uk, 

james_brown@casey.senate.gov, conor_carroll@jec.senate.gov, "sharon.raj" 

<sharon.raj@fitchratings.com>, "rebecca.mirza" <rebecca.mirza@fitchratings.com>, 

"elizabeth.mccarroll" <elizabeth.mccarroll@moodys.com>, "jamie.kogan" 

<jamie.kogan@moodys.com>, rosaleen_manzi <rosaleen_manzi@sandp.com>, 

"trevor.pijper" <trevor.pijper@moodys.com>, Paul_Coughlin 

<paul_coughlin@standardandpoors.com>, intosai <intosai@rechnungshof.gv.at>, 

lesley.wroughton@reuters.com, srastello@bloomberg.net, kni@kyodonews.com 

 

Dear Levon, 

        We discussed failure in oversight of the SEC, auditing failures, and lax 
supervision of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development some 
time ago.   The problem is not just that JPMorgan Chase, Bank of America, Citigroup, 
Wells Fargo are "too big to fail."  These banks exercise 10 times their "economic 
punching weight" through interlocking corporate directorships. 
 http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1107/1107.5728v2.pdf  The megabanks control 
the US media.   

mailto:Levon_Bagramian@banking.senate.gov
mailto:kerry.kircher@mail.house.gov
mailto:thomas_caballero@legal.senate.gov
mailto:dquam@nga.org
mailto:dquam@nga.org
mailto:dllr@dllr.state.md.us
mailto:jmcpherson@naag.org
mailto:myron.steele@state.de.us
mailto:andrew.lippstone@state.de.us
mailto:john.hardy@usaexport.org
mailto:bryan.whitman@osd.mil
mailto:press@nato-pa.int
mailto:president@cfr.org
mailto:laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov
mailto:mail306594@supremecourt.gov
mailto:publiccorrespondence@cabinet-office.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:angie.williams@icaew.com
mailto:simpkinp@parliament.uk
mailto:indcom@parliament.uk
mailto:pubaccom@parliament.uk
mailto:enquiries@icai.independent.gov.uk
mailto:enquiries@frc.org.uk
mailto:economicaffairs@parliament.uk
mailto:lawsonn@parliament.uk
mailto:richard.fleck@hsf.com
mailto:alain@destexhe.be
mailto:margaret.hodge.mp@parliament.uk
mailto:s.hogg@frc.org.uk
mailto:james_brown@casey.senate.gov
mailto:conor_carroll@jec.senate.gov
mailto:sharon.raj@fitchratings.com
mailto:rebecca.mirza@fitchratings.com
mailto:elizabeth.mccarroll@moodys.com
mailto:jamie.kogan@moodys.com
mailto:rosaleen_manzi@sandp.com
mailto:trevor.pijper@moodys.com
mailto:paul_coughlin@standardandpoors.com
mailto:intosai@rechnungshof.gv.at
mailto:lesley.wroughton@reuters.com
mailto:srastello@bloomberg.net
mailto:kni@kyodonews.com
http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1107/1107.5728v2.pdf
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   Media Ownership 

 

As depicted in the graph above, the number of corporations owning the majority of 
U.S. media outlets went from 50 to 5 in less than twenty years. 

The governance matters which I have been reporting to the US Congress and to the 
World Bank's other oversight authorities has been censored in the mainstream US 
press.  The US taxpayers organizations, the National Governors Association, the 
National Association of Attorneys General, the Conference of Chief Justices and US 
exporters are nevertheless aware of the problem. 
 http://www.ntu.org/governmentbytes/government-reform/whistleblower-
protections-a1220.html  My governor, Martin O'Malley, has asked me to request my 
Senators to resolve this lawlessness, which is threatening the NATO Alliance, the US 
credit rating, and the continuing validity of the US dollar as an international 
currency. 

In the meantime, the World Bank's shareholders settled my lawsuit against KPMG 
and the IBRD although clerical error in the DC Circuit Court of Appeals has not been 
corrected to recognize this, thereby bringing the Judicial Conference of the US Courts 
into disrepute.  The World Bank's shareholders admitted me to the Spring Meetings 
this week-end in order to resolve this problem, but the US Secret Service refused to 
recognize the validity of the security badge issued by the 188 Ministers of Finance 
attending the meeting.  On April 21, 2013  in a letter to the Director of the Secret 
Service that was cleared by the World Bank's authorities, I reported continuing 
illegality. 

The World Bank is out of compliance with federal and state securities laws and 
remains ineligible for the US contribution to the World Bank capital increase because 

http://www.ntu.org/governmentbytes/government-reform/whistleblower-protections-a1220.html
http://www.ntu.org/governmentbytes/government-reform/whistleblower-protections-a1220.html
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it has not ended the effects of its retaliation pursuant to § 7082 of the Consolidated 
Appropriations Act, 2012 (Pub. L. 112-74).  I have a call in to the US Secret Service 
and I would like to speak authoritatively about US Congress' views about US 
adherence to the rule of law. 

Sincerely, 
Karen Hudes 
Law Offices of Karen Hudes 
www.kahudes.net 
 
 
To: Elaine Colville  

Subject: FW: Accounting Profession and Corruption 

Date: Sun, 28 Apr 2013 08:44:48 -0400 

while looking for something else, I ran across this.  Perhaps it can be of some 
assistance 

 From: Karen Hudes   
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 9:17 AM 
To: Elaine Colville 

Cc: piob-monitoringgroup@ipiob.org; london@reedelsevier.com; 
amsterdam@reedelsevier.com; newyork@reedelsevier.com; ianball@ifac.org; 
emeyer@imf.org; angie.williams@icaew.com; crina_admin@tcij.org; 
dqx@cbsnews.com 
Subject: Accounting Profession and Corruption 
 
Elaine, 

    A little excitement here this morning.  Thanks for forwarding the New Zealand law. 
 I went back to the International Organization of Securities Commissions, and found 
that they have a major evaluation seeking feedback on their financial statement 
auditing standards, and how the accountant profession finances its own oversight. 
 Fortunately, we were sending IOSCO reports of their improper oversight all during 
the comment period. (See my email of 8/27/2012 to  piob-
monitoringgroup@ipiob.org,)  So I bundled up my complaints to the credit rating 
agencies, hacking of my website, and improper accounting oversight into one neat 
little package.  I will hit the press with this bundle. 

 Best, 

Karen 

 

http://www.kahudes.net/
mailto:piob-monitoringgroup@ipiob.org
mailto:piob-monitoringgroup@ipiob.org
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 -----Original Message----- 
From: Karen Hudes  
To: E34040428-WR <E34040428-WR@workroom.elance.com> 
Cc: DHo <DHo@Elance.com> 
Sent: Mon, Oct 15, 2012 7:59 am 
Subject: Re: [ www.kahudes.net ] Hi Karen Thanks for your... 

Dear Pushpak, 

     The hackers who changed my ratings for i-netsolutions from 5 to 1 have hacked my 
website.   

     The reason that they changed my ratings was to try and interfere with our 
relationship.  I am copying Dennis Ho, my personal Account Manager at Elance, and I 
will call him in an hour.   

Best, 

Karen 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Elance - i-netsolutions <E34040428-WR@workroom.elance.com> 
To: Karen Hudes 
Sent: Mon, Oct 15, 2012 4:52 am 
Subject: [ www.kahudes.net ] Hi Karen Thanks for your... 

  

:: Reply above this line to post a reply :: 

  

 

Elance Workroom for Job: www.kahudes.net 

  

Pushpak B said:  
 
Hi Karen 
 
Thanks for your plan on following up with them, i have created a support 
request as well, and mentioned everything., 
 
Hopefully they will remove it soon. 

mailto:E34040428-WR@workroom.elance.com
mailto:DHo@Elance.com
http://www.kahudes.net/
mailto:E34040428-WR@workroom.elance.com
http://www.kahudes.net/
https://www.elance.com/php/collab/main/collab.php?bidid=34040428
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Regards 
Pushpak  

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: onlinereports@montgomerycountymd.gov; baltimore@ic.fbi.gov 
CC: jmcpherson@naag.org; laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov; 
john.hardy@usaexport.org; pkrugman@princeton.edu; PR Guy ;National Taxpayers 
Union; fredburks@gmail.com; president@press.org; oag@oag.state.md.us; 
wmalloy@naag.org; rob.mckenna@atg.wa.gov; sharon.raj@fitchratings.com; 
rebecca.mirza@fitchratings.com; elizabeth.mccarroll@moodys.com; 
jamie.kogan@moodys.com; rosaleen_manzi@sandp.com; 
trevor.pijper@moodys.com; paul_coughlin@standardandpoors.com; 
dqx@cbsnews.com; john_o'hara@banking.senate.gov; ldenton@psw-inc.com; 
mmccurry@psw-inc.com 
Subject: Re: US Credit Rating in jeopardy 
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 07:30:33 -0400 

www.kahudes.net 
 
I refer to previous reports of illegal interference with my reports of major corruption 
in the international financial system. 

 

From:  Karen Hudes  
To: i-netsolutions 
Subject: FW: Regarding feedback on Elance 
Date: Mon, 15 Oct 2012 07:23:47 -0400 

Sumit, 
 
   Look what the hackers did to my website.  You better believe that the rating which I 
gave to you was hacked in order to interfere with my relationship with you.  I will be 
on the phone to Elance immediately to correct my rating for you.  Can you fix my 
website? 
 
Karen 

 

From: i-netsolutions 
Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 09:39:30 +0530 

mailto:onlinereports@montgomerycountymd.gov
mailto:baltimore@ic.fbi.gov
mailto:jmcpherson@naag.org
mailto:laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov
mailto:john.hardy@usaexport.org
mailto:pkrugman@princeton.edu
mailto:gpinews@aol.com
mailto:fredburks@gmail.com
mailto:president@press.org
mailto:oag@oag.state.md.us
mailto:wmalloy@naag.org
mailto:rob.mckenna@atg.wa.gov
mailto:sharon.raj@fitchratings.com
mailto:rebecca.mirza@fitchratings.com
mailto:elizabeth.mccarroll@moodys.com
mailto:jamie.kogan@moodys.com
mailto:rosaleen_manzi@sandp.com
mailto:trevor.pijper@moodys.com
mailto:paul_coughlin@standardandpoors.com
mailto:dqx@cbsnews.com
mailto:ldenton@psw-inc.com
mailto:mmccurry@psw-inc.com
http://www.kahudes.net/
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Subject: Re: Regarding feedback on Elance 
To: Karen Hudes  

Karen you gave us 1.0 ;( 

Can you check again please pushpak is also sent you email on Elance can you please 
check my request please check and update feedback for me ;)  
 
Sent from my iPhone 

 
On 14-Oct-2012, at 6:19 AM, Karen Hudes wrote: 

I already gave feedback of all 5's to Elance.  Didn't you see that?   

> From: i-netsolutions 
> Date: Sun, 14 Oct 2012 00:54:26 +0530 
> Subject: Regarding feedback on Elance 
> To: Karen Hudes 
>  
> Karen 
>  
> Did u get pushpak email regarding feedback on Elance ? 
>  
> Sent from my iPhone 
 
--------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Karen Hudes  
Date: Mon, Oct 15, 2012 at 6:56 AM 
Subject: Compliance of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
To: makoto.sonoda@fsa.go.jp, mcandrewmobergl@sec.gov, piob-
monitoringgroup@ipiob.org, piotr.nowinakonopka@ep.europa.eu 
Cc: colville elaine  
 
 
I refer to public consultations on the adequacy of governance in standard setting for 
the auditing profession.  The governance structure of the accountancy profession, and 
financing of oversight is ridden with conflicts.   
A glaring example is improper oversight to require KPMG to correct audits of the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International 
Finance Corporation to bring them into compliance. 

Forwarded conversation 

 
Subject: Re: Compliance of the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development 

mailto:makoto.sonoda@fsa.go.jp
mailto:mcandrewmobergl@sec.gov
mailto:piob-monitoringgroup@ipiob.org
mailto:piob-monitoringgroup@ipiob.org
mailto:piotr.nowinakonopka@ep.europa.eu
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------------------------ 

From: Karen Hudes  
Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2012 at 11:49 AM 

To: info@whitehouse.gov 
Cc: dmm-if@minbuza.nl, dsh@minbuza.nl, dsh-sr@minbuza.nl 

To Michael Froman, 

       I am calling you to bring the IBRD into compliance at this time. 

Sincerely, 
Karen Hudes 
 

 

From:  Karen Hudes  
To: adam.illman@ausaid.gov.au 
Subject: FW: Rule of Law 
Date: Sun, 7 Oct 2012 09:00:01 -0400 

 

From: Sheena.Graham@ausaid.gov.au 
To: karenhudes@hotmail.com 
Subject: Automatic reply: Rule of Law 
Date: Sun, 7 Oct 2012 12:51:45 +0000 

Thank you for your message. I am out of the office and unable to respond to 
emails. Please forward any urgent emails to adam.illman@ausaid.gov.au 

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: london@reedelsevier.com; amsterdam@reedelsevier.com; newyork@reedelsevier
.com; kwrege@cahi.org 

Bcc:michael.krempin@gtz.de; shaukat.hassan@acdi-
cida.gc.ca; julia.thompson@acdi-
cida.gc.ca; infoausaid@ausaid.gov.au; sheena.graham@ausaid.gov.au; ianball@ifac.o
rg; intosai@rechnungshof.gv.at; info@washington.diplo.de; info.eco@economie.fgov.
be 
Subject: Rule of Law 
Date: Sun, 7 Oct 2012 08:50:31 -0400 

mailto:info@whitehouse.gov
mailto:dmm-if@minbuza.nl
mailto:dsh@minbuza.nl
mailto:dsh-sr@minbuza.nl
mailto:adam.illman@ausaid.gov.au
mailto:Sheena.Graham@ausaid.gov.au
mailto:karenhudes@hotmail.com
mailto:adam.illman@ausaid.gov.au
mailto:london@reedelsevier.com
mailto:amsterdam@reedelsevier.com
mailto:newyork@reedelsevier.com
mailto:newyork@reedelsevier.com
mailto:kwrege@cahi.org
mailto:michael.krempin@gtz.de
mailto:shaukat.hassan@acdi-cida.gc.ca
mailto:shaukat.hassan@acdi-cida.gc.ca
mailto:julia.thompson@acdi-cida.gc.ca
mailto:julia.thompson@acdi-cida.gc.ca
mailto:infoausaid@ausaid.gov.au
mailto:sheena.graham@ausaid.gov.au
mailto:ianball@ifac.org
mailto:ianball@ifac.org
mailto:intosai@rechnungshof.gv.at
mailto:info@washington.diplo.de
mailto:info.eco@economie.fgov.be
mailto:info.eco@economie.fgov.be
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From: Karen Hudes  
To: london@reedelsevier.com; amsterdam@reedelsevier.com; newyork@reedelsevier
.com 
CC: kwrege@cahi.org 
Subject: Re: How Reed Elsevier Can Maximise Its Beneficial Impact on Society 
Date: Sat, 25 Aug 2012 11:36:53 -0400 

Dear Sirs, 

     Erik Engstrom has said, "We aim to maximise the beneficial impact we have on 
society."  Will you get involved in ending this cover-up of corruption?  Norway's 
Development Today needs help on this.   

Best, 
Karen Hudes 
Law Offices of Karen Hudes 
  
  

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: lfrigenti@worldbank.org; kohhh@state.gov 
Subject: Rule of Law 
Date: Sun, 7 Oct 2012 08:26:46 -0400 

 
I have asked the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs for permission to raise these 
rule of law issues with the Dutch Embassy in Washington. 

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: dmm-if@minbuza.nl; dsh@minbuza.nl; dsh-sr@minbuza.nl 
Subject: Rechtsorde 
Date: Sun, 7 Oct 2012 08:22:06 -0400 

Mag ik kontact opnemen met uw ambassade in Washington om tot een spoedig  
oplossing te komen?  Laura Frigenti is hoofd van de kantoor van Dr. Jim Yong Kim,  
en Harold Koh is juridische adviseur in de Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken  
van de VS. 
Hooghachtend, 
Karen Hudes 
Law Offices of Karen Hudes 

  

mailto:london@reedelsevier.com
mailto:amsterdam@reedelsevier.com
mailto:newyork@reedelsevier.com
mailto:newyork@reedelsevier.com
mailto:kwrege@cahi.org
mailto:lfrigenti@worldbank.org
mailto:kohhh@state.gov
mailto:dmm-if@minbuza.nl
mailto:dsh@minbuza.nl
mailto:dsh-sr@minbuza.nl
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Op 1 augustus 2012 gaat de Directie Stabiliteit en Humanitaire Hulp van start.  
In deze nieuwe directie gaan EFV (Eenheid Fragiliteit en Vredesopbouw) en de  
afdelingen Humanitaire Hulp en Goed Bestuur van DMH op. 
DSH zal bestaan uit twee afdelingen: Humanitaire Hulp & WederOpbouw  
(DSH/HO), en Stabiliteit en Rechtsorde (DSH/SR). 
Uw e-mail wordt automatisch doorgestuurd naar de nieuwe dienstpostbus.  
In de toekomst kunt u algemene e-mails sturen naar DSH@minbuza.nl.  
E-mails voor de afdeling Humanitaire Hulp en Wederopbouw kunt u sturen  
naar DSH-HO@minbuza.nl en e-mails voor de afdeling Stabiliteit en Rechtsorde  
kunt u sturen naar DSH-SR@minbuza.nl 
  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 The Stabilisation and Humanitarian Aid Department (DSH) is being launched  
on 1 August 2012. It combines the former Fragile States and Peacebuilding Unit (EFV) 
and the Human Rights, Gender, Good Governance and Humanitarian Aid  
Department (DMH), both of which cease to exist as of that date. 
 DSH is subdivided into the Humanitarian Aid and Reconstruction Division  
(DSH/HO) and the Stabilisation and Rule of Law Division (DSH/SR). 
  
Your email message will automatically be forwarded to the new mailbox.  
From now on, general mail should be sent to DSH@minbuza.nl.  
Email for the Humanitarian Aid and Reconstruction Division should be  
sent to DSH-HO@minbuza.nl and for the Stabilisation and Rule of Law  
Division to DSH-SR@minbuza.nl. 
  

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: lfrigenti@worldbank.org; kohhh@state.gov 
Subject: FW: Cover up of corruption 
Date: Sun, 7 Oct 2012 08:01:30 -0400 

  

  

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: john.hardy@usaexport.org; jmcpherson@naag.org;  
bill_dauster@reid.senate.gov; sharon.raj@fitchratings.com; rebecca.mirza@fitchratings.com;  
elizabeth.mccarroll@moodys.com; jamie.kogan@moodys.com;  
rosaleen_manzi@sandp.com;trevor.pijper@moodys.com;  
paul_coughlin@standardandpoors.com 

mailto:DSH@minbuza.nl
mailto:DSH-HO@minbuza.nl
mailto:DSH-SR@minbuza.nl
mailto:DSH@minbuza.nl
mailto:DSH-HO@minbuza.nl
mailto:DSH-SR@minbuza.nl
mailto:lfrigenti@worldbank.org
mailto:kohhh@state.gov
mailto:john.hardy@usaexport.org
mailto:jmcpherson@naag.org
mailto:bill_dauster@reid.senate.gov
mailto:sharon.raj@fitchratings.com
mailto:rebecca.mirza@fitchratings.com
mailto:elizabeth.mccarroll@moodys.com
mailto:jamie.kogan@moodys.com
mailto:rosaleen_manzi@sandp.com
mailto:trevor.pijper@moodys.com
mailto:paul_coughlin@standardandpoors.com
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Subject: Cover up of corruption 
Date: Sun, 7 Oct 2012 07:56:54 -0400 

 

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: npr_response@npr.org 
Bcc:blischinsky@imf.org; nid@the-netherlands.org;  
wouter.biesterbos@minbuza.nl; jan-willem-le.grand@minbuza.nl;  
wijnand.marchal@minbuza.nl; dmh-gb@minbuza.nl; dvf-if@minbuza.nl 
Subject: Cover up of corruption 
Date: Sun, 7 Oct 2012 07:49:17 -0400 
Now that NPR has some skin in the election, perhaps you will reconsider  
the effect on the US credit rating of the media blackout on the cover-up of  
corruption.  Previous correspondence with NPR is attached at the bottom  
of this email for your ready reference. 

Karen has 3 files to share with you on SkyDrive. To view them, click the  
links below. 

 

fbanking.pdf  

 

ep.pdf  

 

emnetherlands.pdf  

 

Download all 

 

-- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Karen Hudes   
Date: Mon, Aug 27, 2012 at 3:06 PM 
Subject: Auditing Standards for the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development Case No. 11-7109 in the US Court of Appeals 
To: info@whitehouse.gov 

Bcc:  
sekretariat.gp@nbp.pl, intosai@rechnungshof.gv.at, keith_luse@foreign.senate.gov, 
doug.centilli@mail.house.gov, james_brown@casey.senate.gov, 
 conor_carroll@jec.senate.gov, sharon.raj@fitchratings.com, rebecca.mirza@fitchrati
ngs.com, elizabeth.mccarroll@moodys.com, jamie.kogan@moodys.com, 
 rosaleen_manzi@sandp.com, trevor.pijper@moodys.com, paul_coughlin@standard
andpoors.com, 42012win@gmail.com, ianball@ifac.org, djz-ir@minbuza.nl, 
 rob.ward@lestrangegroup.com, piob-monitoringgroup@ipiob.org, 

mailto:npr_response@npr.org
mailto:blischinsky@imf.org
mailto:nid@the-netherlands.org
mailto:wouter.biesterbos@minbuza.nl
mailto:jan-willem-le.grand@minbuza.nl
mailto:wijnand.marchal@minbuza.nl
mailto:dmh-gb@minbuza.nl
mailto:dvf-if@minbuza.nl
https://skydrive.live.com/redir.aspx?cid=5ba83888fc5482da&page=browse&resid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21241&sc=Documents&authkey=%21AG1U8j6LfOVh9T0&Bpub=SDX.SkyDrive&Bsrc=SkyMail
https://skydrive.live.com/redir.aspx?cid=5ba83888fc5482da&page=self&resid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21243&parid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21241&authkey=%21AG1U8j6LfOVh9T0&Bpub=SDX.SkyDrive&Bsrc=SkyMail
https://skydrive.live.com/redir.aspx?cid=5ba83888fc5482da&page=self&resid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21242&parid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21241&authkey=%21AG1U8j6LfOVh9T0&Bpub=SDX.SkyDrive&Bsrc=SkyMail
https://skydrive.live.com/redir.aspx?cid=5ba83888fc5482da&page=self&resid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21244&parid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21241&authkey=%21AG1U8j6LfOVh9T0&Bpub=SDX.SkyDrive&Bsrc=SkyMail
https://skydrive.live.com/redir.aspx?cid=5ba83888fc5482da&page=downloadaszip&resid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21241&authkey=%21AG1U8j6LfOVh9T0&Bpub=SDX.SkyDrive&Bsrc=SkyMail
mailto:info@whitehouse.gov
mailto:sekretariat.gp@nbp.pl
mailto:intosai@rechnungshof.gv.at
mailto:keith_luse@foreign.senate.gov
mailto:doug.centilli@mail.house.gov
mailto:james_brown@casey.senate.gov
mailto:conor_carroll@jec.senate.gov
mailto:sharon.raj@fitchratings.com
mailto:rebecca.mirza@fitchratings.com
mailto:rebecca.mirza@fitchratings.com
mailto:elizabeth.mccarroll@moodys.com
mailto:jamie.kogan@moodys.com
mailto:rosaleen_manzi@sandp.com
mailto:trevor.pijper@moodys.com
mailto:paul_coughlin@standardandpoors.com
mailto:paul_coughlin@standardandpoors.com
mailto:42012win@gmail.com
mailto:ianball@ifac.org
mailto:djz-ir@minbuza.nl
mailto:rob.ward@lestrangegroup.com
mailto:piob-monitoringgroup@ipiob.org
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 econ-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu, piotr.nowinakonopka@ep.europa.eu, 
 michael.theurer@europarl.europa.eu, ingeborg.graessle@europarl.europa.eu, 
 jens.geier@europarl.europa.eu, jan.mulder@europarl.europa.eu, 
 bart.staes@europarl.europa.eu, ryszard.czarnecki@europarl.europa.eu, 
 sorenbo.sondergaard@europarl.europa.eu, marta.andreasen@europarl.europa.eu, 
 laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov, jmcpherson@naag.org, 
 ries.baeten@europarl.europa.eu  
 
 
I assume that Michael Froman has also been following these issues before the 
National Advisory Council for International Monetary and Financial Policy.   

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: lael.brainard@do.treas.gov; useupa@state.gov 
Subject: US Credit Rating 
Date: Mon, 27 Aug 2012 14:02:05 -0400 

The fact that there is no media coverage on World Bank compliance is itself a matter 
of concern.  

[the Network of Global Corporate Control has inserted the following yellow 
background for no good reason] 

From: Karen Hudes  

To: sjames3@worldbank.org 

CC: dmh-gb@minbuza.nl; keith_luse@foreign.senate.gov; 

bill_dauster@reid.senate.gov 

Subject: FW: Corruption 

Date: Wed, 4 Jul 2012 13:31:36 -0400 

Dear Mr. James, 
 
    I have been copying the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs as well.  I am in 
contact with the Legal Adviser in the State Department on this.  If I do not hear 
back from Dr. Kim shortly, I intend to engage with the US Congress and the 
Attorneys General of the 50 states before reverting to the Chairman of the 
Development Committee, Mr. Marek Belka. 
 
Best, 
Karen Hudes 
www.kahudes.net 

 

mailto:econ-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:piotr.nowinakonopka@ep.europa.eu
mailto:michael.theurer@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:ingeborg.graessle@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:jens.geier@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:jan.mulder@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:bart.staes@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:ryszard.czarnecki@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:sorenbo.sondergaard@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:marta.andreasen@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov
mailto:jmcpherson@naag.org
mailto:ries.baeten@europarl.europa.eu
mailto:lael.brainard@do.treas.gov
mailto:useupa@state.gov
mailto:sjames3@worldbank.org
mailto:dmh-gb@minbuza.nl
mailto:keith_luse@foreign.senate.gov
mailto:bill_dauster@reid.senate.gov
http://www.kahudes.net/
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From: Karen Hudes  
To: info@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: Re: Corruption 
Date: Wed, 4 Jul 2012 04:54:03 -0400 

The longer it takes for the US to embrace rule of law in the international financial 
system, the greater the risk of a currency war.   

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: ndhillon@worldbank.org 
CC: kohhh@state.gov; laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov; emeyer@imf.org 
Subject: FW: Governance Problems in the Bretton Woods Institutions 
Date: Tue, 3 Jul 2012 06:18:07 -0400 
 
Dear Mr. Dhillon, 
 
     Has Dr. Kim decided to bring the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development into compliance with US securities laws and 2012 appropriations 
legislation for the World Bank's capital increase?  I had understood from Mr. Meyer 
that this was the case.  
 
Sincerely, 
Karen Hudes 
www.kahudes.net 
 
From: karenhudes@hotmail.com 
To: emeyer@imf.org 
CC: kohhh@state.gov 
Subject: FW: Governance Problems in the Bretton Woods Institutions 
Date: Tue, 26 Jun 2012 17:15:45 -0400 

Dear Mr. Meyer, 

              Thank you for returning my call.  The US Congress required results that 
eliminate the effects of retaliation against whistleblowers as a condition of 
disbursement of the World Bank's capital increase.   The request for mediation in the 
Court of Appeals, currently before the Chairman of the Development Committee, is 
not limited to the governance issues in the World Bank, but concerns both Bretton 
Woods institutions. On my website www.kahudes.net, you will see under the tab on 
my case in the Court of Appeals the opinion of the IMF's former Deputy General 
Counsel, Bill Holder.  The IMF was implicated in the failed supervision on the 
Philippines Banking Sector Reform Loan.  I put these rule of law issues before the 
credit rating agencies at the suggestion of a UK lawyer, and am requesting the 
Chairman of the Development Committee to mediate my case. 

mailto:info@whitehouse.gov
mailto:ndhillon@worldbank.org
mailto:kohhh@state.gov
mailto:laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov
mailto:emeyer@imf.org
http://www.kahudes.net/
mailto:karenhudes@hotmail.com
mailto:emeyer@imf.org
mailto:kohhh@state.gov
http://www.kahudes.net/
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             I will refrain from informing the credit rating agencies that I was again refused 
admittance to the IMF this afternoon and look forward to mediation in the US Court 
of Appeals.  

Best, 
Karen 
Law Offices of Karen Hudes 
www.kahudes.net 

  

 

From: karenhudes@hotmail.com 
To: chairmanoffice@sec.gov 
Subject: Re: To Chairman Mary Schapiro 
Date: Sun, 26 Aug 2012 14:49:05 -0400 

  

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: bill_dauster@reid.senate.gov 
Subject: Could you please see that Nancy Pelosi gets this? 
Date: Sun, 26 Aug 2012 10:49:48 -0400 

Not sure what the next steps are. 

  

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: margaret.mcelvein@dfat.gov.au; public.affairsus@dfat.gov.au 
Subject: H.E. Julia Guillard, Prime Minister 
Date: Sun, 26 Aug 2012 10:22:03 -0400 

Dear Ms. McElvein, 

      I would appreciate if the embassy could inform H.E. Julia Guillard that this 
unresolved governance crisis is jeopardizing the credit rating of the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development and that it is necessary to bring the IBRD 
into compliance with the securities laws to protect Australian bondholders of IBRD. 
 There is also a 95% risk that the unresolved crisis will have a profound deleterious 
effect on the world's currency markets. 

http://www.kahudes.net/
mailto:karenhudes@hotmail.com
mailto:chairmanoffice@sec.gov
mailto:bill_dauster@reid.senate.gov
mailto:margaret.mcelvein@dfat.gov.au
mailto:public.affairsus@dfat.gov.au
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Respectfully, 
Karen Hudes  

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: info@washington.diplo.de 
Subject: Re: International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
Date: Sun, 26 Aug 2012 06:56:52 -0400 

I am forwarding my previous email to Ambassador Ammon.  I respectfully request 
Mr. Ammon to transmit to Chancellor Merkel the information attached to this email. 

Sincerely, 
Karen Hudes 
Law Offices of Karen Hudes 

  

 

From: Karen Hudes  
To: info@washington.diplo.de 
CC: cbarringer@voxglobal.com 

Subject: FW: Auditing Standards for the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development Case No. 11-7109 in the US Court of Appeals 

Date: Mon, 20 Aug 2012 11:52:17 -0400 

To H.E. Peter Ammon 

Your Excellency, 

     I would appreciate if your government could mention to Dr. Kim that it is 
necessary to bring the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development into 
compliance with the securities laws before this affects the IBRD's credit rating. 
 Expending resources defending this litigation in court when it is in the institutional 
interest of the World Bank to resolve it calls his administration of the World Bank 
into question.  This is also required in order for IBRD to satisfy conditionality for the 
US capital increase. 
http://www.whistleblower.org/storage/documents/whistleblowerlanguageinHR2055
.pdf   [this was removed from the internet, and is now at 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Whistleblower+provisions+in+Appropriations+Act+of+20

12.docx  ] 

Sincerely, 

mailto:info@washington.diplo.de
mailto:info@washington.diplo.de
mailto:cbarringer@voxglobal.com
http://www.whistleblower.org/storage/documents/whistleblowerlanguageinHR2055.pdf
http://www.whistleblower.org/storage/documents/whistleblowerlanguageinHR2055.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Whistleblower+provisions+in+Appropriations+Act+of+2012.docx
https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Whistleblower+provisions+in+Appropriations+Act+of+2012.docx
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Karen Hudes 
  

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Karen Hudes   

Date: Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 9:11 AM 
Subject: Auditing Standards for the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development Case No. 11-7109 in the US Court of Appeals 
To: Anna.Wojcicka@nbp.pl 
Cc: sekretariat.gp@nbp.pl, Angie.Williams@icaew.com, 
michael_terry@cadc.uscourts.gov 

Dear Ms. Wojcicka, 

      Thank you very much for your email this morning giving me the direct email 
address for the Governor's office.  I informed the mediator in the Court of Appeals 
that I have been in touch with the World Bank's oversight agencies, including the US 
Congress and UK regulators.  I also responded to an inquiry from a World Bank 
retiree informing her about US appropriations legislation for the World Bank's capital 
increase with conditionality requiring the World Bank to eliminate the effects of 
retaliation against its whistleblowers.  Attached is an email that went to the US 
Congress two weeks before the World Bank fired a lawyer who had disclosed how the 
World Bank was out of compliance on the capital markets during her interview with 
the Executive Search Firm for General Counsel.   

       I am also attaching documentation which must be placed into the record in the 
Court of Appeals if there is no agreement to mediate.  

Sincerely, 
Karen Hudes 
Law Offices of Karen Hudes 
  

Karen has 4 files to share with you on SkyDrive. To view them, click the links below. 

ja1.pdf             ja2.pdf  ja3.pdf ja4.pdf 

 

From: Anna.Wojcicka@nbp.pl 
To: Karen Hudes 
Subject: RE: Auditing Standards for the International Bank for Reconstructionand 
Development Case No. 11-7109 in the US Court of Appeals 
Date: Thu, 2 Aug 2012 11:32:53 +0000 

Dear Ms. Hudes, 

mailto:Anna.Wojcicka@nbp.pl
mailto:sekretariat.gp@nbp.pl
mailto:Angie.Williams@icaew.com
mailto:michael_terry@cadc.uscourts.gov
https://skydrive.live.com/redir.aspx?cid=5ba83888fc5482da&page=self&resid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21134&parid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21132&authkey=%21AM3HpN3J428SJgc&Bpub=SDX.SkyDrive&Bsrc=SkyMail
https://skydrive.live.com/redir.aspx?cid=5ba83888fc5482da&page=self&resid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21137&parid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21136&authkey=%21AA4wBT3lCk6ejWQ&Bpub=SDX.SkyDrive&Bsrc=SkyMail
https://skydrive.live.com/redir.aspx?cid=5ba83888fc5482da&page=self&resid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21138&parid=5BA83888FC5482DA%21136&authkey=%21AA4wBT3lCk6ejWQ&Bpub=SDX.SkyDrive&Bsrc=SkyMail
mailto:Anna.Wojcicka@nbp.pl
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Thank you for sending me your correspondence, but I believe it would be better if you 
sent it directly to the Office of the Governor, in accordance to its competence. The 
email address is: sekretariat.gp@nbp.pl. 

I would like to wish you all the best in completion of your undertaking. 

Yours sincerely, 

Anna Wójcicka 

 

Anna Wójcicka 
Press Office 
Department of Public Relations and Marketing 
  
National Bank of Poland 
ul. Świętokrzyska 11/21 
00-919 Warszawa 
Poland 

 

From: Angie.Williams@icaew.com 
To:  Karen Hudes  
Date: Thu, 26 Jul 2012 17:34:26 +0100 
Subject: RE: Auditing Standards for the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development Case No. 11-7109 in the US Court of Appeals 

Dear Karen 

No problem at all - good to talk to you.  I asked our Executive Director, Professional 
Standards for advice and, subsequent to that, your e-mail has been forwarded to Nigel 
Howell, Head of Investigation at ICAEW. 

Kind regards 
  
Angie 
Angie Williams 
PA to Chief Executive 
  
ICAEW 
Chartered Accountants' Hall   Moorgate Place   London   EC2R 6EA 
United Kingdom 
icaew.com   

From: Karen Hudes  
Sent: 26 July 2012 15:46 

mailto:sekretariat.gp@nbp.pl
mailto:Angie.Williams@icaew.com
http://www.icaew.com/
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To: Angie Williams 
Subject: FW: Auditing Standards for the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development Case No. 11-7109 in the US Court of Appeals  

Dear Angie, 

      Thank you for taking my call. 

 Best, 
Karen 
Law Offices of Karen Hudes 

 

From: Karen Hudes 
To: fcc@fsa.gov.uk 
Subject: FW: Auditing Standards for the International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development Case No. 11-7109 in the US Court of Appeals 
Date: Thu, 26 Jul 2012 10:07:18 -0400 

Dear Miss Grady, 

  

     Thank you for your email.  The FSA protects UK citizens who hold IBRD Bonds. 
 The FSA's mandate is also to bring the IBRD into compliance. I am forwarding 
another email today on this subject to the FSA.   

Sincerely, 
Karen Hudes 
  
> Date: Thu, 26 Jul 2012 14:43:50 +0100 
> From: consumer.queries@fsa.gov.uk 
> To: Karen Hudes  
> Subject: RE: ISS10622211 Re: UK Parliament's Inquiry into KPMG's failure to 
follow Auditing Standards: 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmintdev/writev/40
2/contents.htm - Correction/PC159743 
> Our Ref: PC159743/ISS10622211 
>  
> Dear Ms Hudes 
>  
> Thank you for your email dated 24 July 2012. 
>  
> I understand that you have concerns about KPMG's failure to follow auditing 
standards, and have been in touch with the European Parliament and other 
organisations about this. You would also like to bring this to the attention of the 
Financial Services Authority (FSA).  

mailto:fcc@fsa.gov.uk
mailto:consumer.queries@fsa.gov.uk
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmintdev/writev/402/contents.htm
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmintdev/writev/402/contents.htm
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>  
> I appreciate the time you have taken to contact us about this matter, and the 
concerns you have. I thought it would be helpful to explain the role of the FSA, and 
the appropriate organisation for you to contact.  
>  
> The FSA is the independent regulator of financial services firms in the United 
Kingdom. We authorise KPMG for activities such as advising on pensions and 
investments, but we do not regulate all aspects of their business. This includes their 
accountancy business, as this falls outside of the remit of the FSA. I have attached a 
link to our website which explains more about our role and remit: 
>  
> www.fsa.gov.uk/about/media/facts 
>  
> Activities related to the accountancy profession are regulated by the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in England & Wales (ICAEW) and so, I suggest you contact 
the ICAEW directly with your concerns. You can contact them at: 
>  
> Institute of Chartered Accountants of England & Wales 
> PO Box 433 
> Chartered Accountants Hall 
> Moorgate Place 
> London 
> EC2R 6EA 
>  
> There is no email address, but you can contact the ICAEW through their website, 
using an online form.  
>  
> I hope this is helpful to you. I have explained that we authorise KPMG for activities 
such as advising on pensions and investments, but that their accountancy business 
falls under the remit of the ICAEW. I have suggested you contact the ICAEW, and 
have provided contact details for them. If you have any future questions on financial 
services and products, you may find it easier to call our Switchboard on 0207 066 
1000, and ask to speak to our Consumer Helpline. You can also access relevant 
information online at: 
>  
> www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/consumerinformation  
>  
> and via the Money Advice Service website at: 
>  
> www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/.  
>  
> Yours sincerely  
>  
> Nicola Grady (Miss) 
> Customer Contact Centre 
> Financial Services Authority 
> Consumer Helpline: 0845 606 1234 (call rates may vary) 

http://www.fsa.gov.uk/about/media/facts
http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/consumerinformation
http://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk/
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> www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/consumerinformation 
>  

 

From: Karen Hudes   
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 10:59 AM 
To: Wójcicka, Anna 
Cc: ggraff@washingtonian.com; cjoynt@washingtonian.com; 
alexander.eichler@huffingtonpost.com; readers@forbes.com; president@press.org; 
president@cgdev.org; press@nationinstitute.org; j.hooper@frc.org.uk; 
eddy.wymeersch@gmail.com; tom.scholar@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk; emeyer@imf.org; 
emiagkov@worldbank.org; agibbs@imf.org; csargeant@imf.org; dlipton@imf.org; 
gus.odonnell@cabinet-office.x.gsi.gov.uk; Harold Koh; 
laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov; jmcpherson@naag.org; 
consumer.queries@fsa.gov.uk; cmcdonough@worldbank.org; 
seymourg@pcaobus.org; arevi@iihs.co.in; contactus@detech.com; intl-
ac@list.waseda.jp; customer.services@vrlfinancialnews.com; infos@banque-
france.fr; ir@victoriaplc.com; superna.khosla@theiirc.org; 
rob.ward@lestrangegroup.com; piob-monitoringgroup@ipiob.org; econ-
secretariat@europarl.europa.eu; piotr.nowinakonopka@ep.europa.eu; 
michael.theurer@europarl.europa.eu; ingeborg.graessle@europarl.europa.eu; 
jens.geier@europarl.europa.eu; jan.mulder@europarl.europa.eu; 
bart.staes@europarl.europa.eu; ryszard.czarnecki@europarl.europa.eu; 
sorenbo.sondergaard@europarl.europa.eu; marta.andreasen@europarl.europa.eu; 
patrick_miller@jec.senate.gov; thomas_caballero@legal.senate.gov; Bill Dauster; 
keith_luse@foreign.senate.gov; doug.centilli@mail.house.gov; 
james_brown@casey.senate.gov; conor_carroll@jec.senate.gov; 
sharon.raj@fitchratings.com; rebecca.mirza@fitchratings.com; 
elizabeth.mccarroll@moodys.com; jamie.kogan@moodys.com; 
rosaleen_manzi@sandp.com; trevor.pijper@moodys.com; 
paul_coughlin@standardandpoors.com; intosai@rechnungshof.gv.at; 
lesley.wroughton@reuters.com; srastello@bloomberg.net; kni@kyodonews.com; 
john.hardy@usaexport.org; Larry Garrison; flower@fcnl.org; oig@sec.gov; 
ndhillon@worldbank.org; 1818wbvisionforfuture@gmail.com; 
goolsbee@chicagobooth.edu; cmuller@worldbank.org; 42012win@gmail.com; 
jtuohey@globe.com; Jacek Kugler; enquiries@frc.org.uk; fergusonl@pcaobus.org; 
djz-ir@minbuza.nl; dhkeare56@earthlink.net; dpetron@sidley.com; 
jgreen@sidley.com; sjreed@lerchearly.com; jbmccullough@lerchearly.com; 
bdbolton@fblaw.com; mdorfman@foley.com; mcunningham@fblaw.com; 
ianball@ifac.org 
Subject: Auditing Standards for the International Bank for Reconstructionand 
Development Case No. 11-7109 in the US Court of Appeals 

To H.E. Marek Belka, 

I have informed the US Congress and the EU Parliament about the UK Parliament's 
Inquiry into KPMG's failure to follow Auditing Standards: 

http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pages/consumerinformation
mailto:ggraff@washingtonian.com
mailto:cjoynt@washingtonian.com
mailto:alexander.eichler@huffingtonpost.com
mailto:readers@forbes.com
mailto:president@press.org
mailto:president@cgdev.org
mailto:press@nationinstitute.org
mailto:j.hooper@frc.org.uk
mailto:eddy.wymeersch@gmail.com
mailto:tom.scholar@hmtreasury.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:emeyer@imf.org
mailto:emiagkov@worldbank.org
mailto:agibbs@imf.org
mailto:csargeant@imf.org
mailto:dlipton@imf.org
mailto:gus.odonnell@cabinet-office.x.gsi.gov.uk
mailto:laurie_rubiner@blumenthal.senate.gov
mailto:jmcpherson@naag.org
mailto:consumer.queries@fsa.gov.uk
mailto:cmcdonough@worldbank.org
mailto:seymourg@pcaobus.org
mailto:arevi@iihs.co.in
mailto:contactus@detech.com
mailto:intl-ac@list.waseda.jp
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mailto:infos@banque-france.fr
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http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmintdev/writev/40
2/contents.htm.  The Public Interest Oversight Board was established in February 
2005 to oversee the International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board, the 
International Accounting Education Standards Board, the International Ethics 
Standards Board for Accountants, and IFAC's Compliance Advisory Panel.  The 
Chairman of the PIOB also advised me to contact the International Forum of 
Independent Audit Regulators. 

There is a breakdown in the regulatory regime for IBRD's bondholders, of which I am 
one, and for the world's taxpayers, to ensure that IBRD's financials are audited in 
accordance with proper auditing standards.  I am requesting the Chairman of the 
Development Committee to request that litigation against KPMG to bring IBRD into 
compliance ends up in mediation in the US Court of Appeals. 

Respectfully, 
Karen Hudes 
Law Offices of Karen Hudes  
www.kahudes.net   

  

  

  

  

---------- 

From: Karen Hudes <h.k3511@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2012 at 11:49 AM 

To: info@whitehouse.gov 
Cc: dmm-if@minbuza.nl, dsh@minbuza.nl, dsh-sr@minbuza.nl 
 
---------- 
From: Karen Hudes  
Date: Wed, Oct 10, 2012 at 1:32 PM 
To: washington@trade-minbuza.nl 

 
Ik heb net een boodschap achtergelaten voor Macha Kemperman met betrekking tot 
de vergadering van de wereldbank in japan.  [I left a message for Macha Kemperman 
about the World Bank's meeting in Japan] 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmintdev/writev/402/contents.htm
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmintdev/writev/402/contents.htm
http://www.kahudes.net/
mailto:h.k3511@gmail.com
mailto:info@whitehouse.gov
mailto:dmm-if@minbuza.nl
mailto:dsh@minbuza.nl
mailto:dsh-sr@minbuza.nl
mailto:washington@trade-minbuza.nl
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Karen Hudes 
Law Offices of Karen Hudes  
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